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NOTES FROM THE EDITORS 2021
Can you believe that we are still impacted
by Covid? We genuinely believed that
the pandemic was a 2020 issue. However,
companies are continuing to adapt to
new ways of working, adjusting daily and
weekly resource plans to allow for those
with positive PCR tests to stay at home
(and work from home, if possible) and
are looking at options to incorporate some
of the flexibility and innovation of Covidtimes into the more long-term working
strategies for their teams
e.g hybrid-working.
Government messaging around work
health & safety is nuanced and vague at
times and each of us is trying to manage
our own circumstances (and personal
safety) in the best way we can. It is indeed
a changing and challenging world! It will
be interesting to see how our perspectives
have changed by Quarter 4 2022 and if we
voluntarily bring some of the new forms of
technology and innovation into our daily
routines (for the better!).
Brexit is still on the table too. Whether
you are one of the many who decided to
undertake home improvements in the last
year or whether you are involved directly
in the construction and material supplies
industry, there is no doubt that both materials
and skilled personnel are in demand (with a
resultant delay in programme and resources).
One example of a lesson-learned for all is
the Mica issue which resulted in defective
materials being used in building products,
with unfortunate results for a significant
number of homeowners. Building standards
have improved since both the mica and pyrite
issues have been raised at a national level, but
we can not become complacent (regardless
of the pressures on resources).
In parallel, the recent budget highlighted the
main concerns for Irish society in 2021 and
beyond – with Housing, Health and Climate
Action to the fore. The Extractive Industry
in Ireland can play a key role in resolving
these issues or, at the very least, will play an
instrumental part in the solutions that are
required to bring about a positive change for
future generations.

This year’s Annual Review has a range of
features and case studies that showcase
the best of our industry and the innovation
and ingenuity that is needed to now
move forward into a new era of positivity
and prosperity.
We have articles and updates from
industry associations who continue to
support the IMQS and this support and
collaboration is very valuable to our members
- our industry partners including the ICF,
IGI, EFEE, Geoscience Ireland, IQ, iCRAG, IT
Carlow, IAEG and MPANI and the Irish Mine
Rescue Committee (IMRC).
Similar to 2020, it is very encouraging to note
that a number of the case studies included
in this year’s Annual Review highlight the
progress that has been made this year within
individual companies and also for specific,
individual projects.
Feature articles that will no doubt inspire
our readers and provide interesting debate
have been provided by Tony Hand, Irish
Cement, Kenmare Resources, M. Keane
Consulting, Kilsaran, Gyproc Saint-Gobain,
LKAB, DECC, Sandvik, Tellus, Galantas
Gold, Dalradian, Geological Survey Ireland
and the Department of the Environment,
Climate and Communications.
The IMQS Annual Review committee
have also provided an update on the
activities of Transport Infrastructure Ireland
(TII), for your information.
We are hoping that President, Mrs. Nicola
Nixon, will deliver an address in person at
an IMQS Dinner Dance in the near future.
However, for now, we are delighted to
include a message from Nicola in
this year’s Review.
We are also pleased to include an address
from Mr. Philip Nugent, Assistant Secretary
with the Department of the Environment,
Climate and Communications. This is Philip’s
second year contributing to the Review and
we are grateful for his support.
As noted above, the annual black-tie dinner
dance has been put “on hold” for now.
However, to whet your appetites for the
next event, our publishers (4SM) have
created a montage to celebrate the many

dinners of the past! Hopefully, we will have
a new set of photographs in the 2022 edition
of the Annual Review.
To continue on from this theme, we have
also included a “Blast from the Past” in this
publication. This feature recognises previous
efforts to increase community engagement
in the extractive industry and the importance
of educating stakeholders on the value of the
sector and the associated materials that are
sourced from the sector, that make up our
day-to-day lives.
Our “industry leaders” feature this year
focuses on the career of the prolific
Mr. Les Sanderson who has been a huge
factor in the success of the IMQS over the
years. He not only held a council position
for over 35 years but also served as IMQS
President for 3 No. terms and held the
role of Treasurer from 2012 to 2018.
We are sad to include a memorial for two
industry colleagues (and friends) who passed
away this year. Alexander Crockett Braun was
at the start of his career and hadn’t arrived
long in Ireland when his
time with us was tragically cut short.
We also lost a great supporter of the
IMQS in recent weeks. Adrian Madden
was not only an active and enthusiastic
participant in IMQS events but was a
great source of information for members
who needed financial advice during both
opportunistic and also challenging times.
We will raise a glass to Alexander and
Adrian at our next dinner dance.
Finally, we thank our advertisers for their
continued support for the Irish Mining and
Quarrying Society; all our feature writers and
regular contributors and our publisher 4SM.
We would like to emphasise that without the
commitment and assistance of these parties,
this publication would not be possible. Thank
you also to Louise Lynch, TOBIN Consulting
Engineers, who assisted the editorial
committee with final edits this year.
We hope that you enjoy the IMQS Annual
Review 2021 and that you will avail of our
open invitation to you to contribute an article
to next year’s edition. Good luck to
all competitors in the very popular annual
IMQS Colouring Competition!

THE EDITORIAL TEAM
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Foreword from the Department
of Environment, Climate
and Communications
by Philip Nugent, Assistant Secretary, Circular Economy,
Waste Policy and Natural Resources, Department of the
Environment, Climate and Communications
I’m pleased to provide this foreword
to the Irish Mining and Quarrying
Society 2020/21 Annual Review –
truly a year like no other. Like all
sectors, the minerals exploration and
mining sectors felt the reverberations
of Covid-19 in terms of global
economic uncertainty, supply chain
interruptions, new health and safety
procedures as well as the very
direct human toll experienced by all
members of society. The sector has
again shown incredible resilience and
is well positioned to make a strong
contribution to our national recovery.
Global recovery is, of course, being enabled
by the development of multiple vaccines
and vaccination programmes. Vaccine
development is another example of one
of the unsung contributions to human life
that minerals and minerals development
make. Minerals, such as aluminium salt,
are an essential ingredient in most
vaccines, including Covid vaccines, playing
a key role as adjuvants to generate
improved immune response.
This goes to the heart of the Government’s
draft Policy Statement on Mineral
Exploration and Mining: Minerals matter.
They are fundamental to how we live
our lives, providing the raw materials
which allow our society and economy to
function and evolve. Minerals are vital to
many sectors, including renewable energy,
transport, electronics, communications,
health, pharmaceuticals, agriculture,
and construction.
In Ireland, the importance of
mineral exploration and mining has
long been recognised but is not
always fully understood.
The draft policy statement, which was
published in July 2021 with a public
consultation process running until midOctober 2021, seeks to underline the
importance of mineral exploration and
mining and the role that they can play in:
• Ireland’s and the European Union’s
transition to the circular economy and
net–zero greenhouse gas emissions;
• Supporting primary and secondary
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economic activity and associated jobs
creation; and
• Progressing many of our national,
European and international policies and
commitments.
It also seeks to put in place a clear and
sustainable policy framework that supports
our communities, our environment,
our climate and our mineral exploration
and mining sector. It sets out a clear
policy for minerals exploration and
mining which is to:
• ensure a robust and transparent
regulatory framework that supports
environmentally sustainable mineral
exploration and mining; and;
• maximise the contribution that the
sustainable exploration and mining
sector makes to our society, economic
development and the transition to netzero greenhouse gas emissions through
the supply of the raw materials necessary

for our sustainable development.
Effective, structured and open stakeholder
engagement is an important component in
supporting this policy and will be critical to
improving general understanding of why
minerals matter and how we depend – as
individuals, households, communities and
businesses – on the sustainable supply of
these essential raw materials.
While Ireland has a long tradition of mining,
public acceptance is important for the
development of any economic activity,
including mineral exploration and mining
activities and has become increasingly
challenging. The policy statement commits
to providing leadership by engaging with
the public on the issue to identify and to
address any concerns members of the
public may have about the mineral sector
in Ireland and how the mineral sector
interacts with their local communities.
We will do that by enhancing transparency
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around our regulatory processes and
by putting as much information about
decision-making processes into the public
domain in a timely way.
The goal is to make as much information
as possible available as soon as possible.
This is so that the public can have a
high level of confidence in the openness,
fairness, professionalism and efficiency of
the process. We will develop a minerals
communications strategy around the
activities that make up mineral exploration
and mining and the safeguards in place
to ensure that local communities and the
environment are protected.
This will inform communities how they
can participate in the decision-making
process around the granting/renewal of
prospecting licences while highlighting
the benefits and impacts of mineral
exploration and mining to local
communities and how they contribute
to other national policies and programmes
such as the Climate Action Plan and the
National Development Plan.
We will also establish a cross-sectoral
minerals exploration and mining
advisory group. This will be a forum for
interested participants - from across

supply of minerals as raw materials).

the environmental, social and economic
pillars - to make a direct contribution
to shaping the regulatory and policy
framework for minerals and mining in
Ireland. We intend to establish and make
this group operational before the end of
the consultation period on 15 October. This
group will have a major role in shaping the
final policy statement and will be informed
in their work by the submissions received
during the consultation process.
Of course, the mineral exploration and
mining industry has and will continue to
play a role in open and constructive public
engagement, including through increased
engagement with the communities,
environmental NGOs and business
representative groups (especially those
which rely on products requiring the

The sustainable supply of critical raw
materials will be a key enabler of so many
national and EU policy objectives such
as the National Development Plan, the
Climate Action Plan, the Circular Economy
Strategy, the forthcoming housing strategy
(Housing for All), the EU Circular Economy
Action Plan and so on. Against that
ambitious backdrop, we clearly need to
sustain and grow the sector.
That will not be achievable without clear,
meaningful, constructive dialogue with all
stakeholders. The draft policy statement
and the proposed new Advisory Group
provide the means for us to deliver.
I look forward to engaging with IMQS
members on the draft policy statement
during the consultation process, and on
implementation of the final policy in the
coming years.

www.gov.ie

Integrated planning is key to success.
Quarry restoration is planned from the start.
Environmental impacts are mitigated.
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Message from
the President
by Nicola Nixon, IMQS President
Welcome to our 2021 Annual Review.
It has been an interesting and trying
year since our last Annual Review
but we have all adjusted and found
ways to carry on, as the saying
goes ‘it is not the situation but how
we respond to the situation that is
important’ and I’m pleased to say the
industry has shown great strength
over the last year.
The Covid pandemic has undoubtedly been
the defining global health crisis of our time.
As we saw last year, the extractive industry
was quick to respond, with employee
safety and economic recovering being the
driving factors. This swift response had
helped alleviate some of the impact felt
by local communities and supply chains.
The industry in Ireland had the knowledge
to face the pandemic head on effectively
and efficiently and implement the required
protocols allowing most operations to
continue in a safe manner. With many
households depending on our industry it
was imperative that this happened.
Covid 19 has affected many parts of our
society and our lives, many organisations,
including our own, have shifted to
the virtual platform for meetings and
conferences. While online webinars and
the like were certainly running before
the pandemic, they have now become
an essential and necessary way to
communicate. This switch to virtual
platforms has allowed our industry to
reach further afield. It has allowed some
of our more remote colleagues to be in
attendance and opened a new networking
base that will continue.

HEALTH & SAFETY
The Health and Safety Authority (HSA)
and The Irish Concrete Federation (ICF)
jointly embraced these online avenues with
opportunities to reach the industry during
the difficult times by supporting the Spring
Quarry Safety Campaign 2021.
During the campaign, the HSA carried
out quarry inspections and the ICF along
with the HSA hosted a series of online
presentations. They were a great success
and very well attended.

WEBINAR
The IMQS hosted our Planning and
Innovation Seminar in Oct 2020. This was
an online event with four speakers, Mike
Lowther (LKAB)-The Mine of the Future,
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Minister Damien English (centre of photo) launched the Geo Drilling Apprenticeship in
November 2019.

Sean Higgins (Sitech) Advances in Drone
Technology, Liam Smyth (ICF) Recent
Planning Issues and Jim Holmes (HSA)
Quarry Health and Safety. The topical
presentations were well-received and good
attendance reported. We will keep our
members informed of upcoming events in
our newsletter and via the website.

QUARRY & MINING

In October, the IMQS held a virtual meeting
with the Department of Environment,
Climate and Communications. This meeting
gave us an excellent platform to introduce
ourselves while outlining the aims and goals
of our society and our members. It also
allowed us to bring home the importance
of the Industry in Ireland and with
the correct foresight in planning and
regulations how it can be a sustainable
and social aware industry.

It is reported that the construction sector
foresees positive hiring plans for the final
quarter of the year and it is one sector that
is experiencing ‘renewed optimism’.
Issues over the past year with supply
of parts and components necessary
for maintaining production has caused
delays in certain areas.

The quarry industry contributes
significantly to the Irish economy and the
past year has been one of uncertainty.
The demands on housing and long-term
strategy plans from the Government under
their Project Ireland 2040 are positive
prosects ahead for the sector.

In mining, Boliden Tara Mines, Co. Meath
reached a milestone with their 100 millionth
tonne being milled this year since 1977.
Systematic exploration by Tara has added
considerably to the orebody originally
estimated to be 70 million tn. The Financial
Times appointed Boliden, the only mining
and metals company, as a Climate Leader
in Europe while their Northern Ireland
counterparts, Dalradian achieved Carbon
Neutral Plus certificate by minimising
emissions. Congratulations to both on
their achievements and the positive
impact this has on the portrayal of mining
and the environment.
The Dalradian Community Fund also
expanded to include Fermanagh and so
far £1.1 million has been invested in a wide
range of community projects benefitting in
excess of 600 community groups.
Galantas have made an agreement with
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the PSNI. The new agreements are
designed to permit underground blasting
to be expanded to achieve commercial
production levels. Shanoon Resources are
progressing with planning application to
re-open the Galmoy mine.

purpose is to raise awareness of the facts
surrounding mineral exploration and mining
in Ireland and their vital role in relation to
Ireland’s green energy transition.
The factsheets can be found on the IMQS
or IGI websites.

DRILLING APPRENTICESHIP

DINNER DANCE & FIELD TRIPS

In 2019, Carlow IT launched Ireland’s first
apprenticeship in Geo Drilling. It is a 2-year
level 6 apprenticeship and provides a
recognised qualification. The initial intake
of students is now in their final year. The
IMQS strongly support this cause and
highly recommend any drilling personnel
possess this or similar qualification.
Feedback from the students has been
extremely positive and with new students
eagerly starting this year it shows great
prospects for the course.

The welfare of our members is of high
priority for us so for 2020 and 2021 we
postponed our fieldtrips. Anticipating a
return to normal in the near future, we
will inform all members via our monthly
newsletter and our social media when we
have a date for our next field trip.
With so much depending on Government
guidelines and the country’s response to
them no Dinner Dance can be confirmed
for 2021 at present.

MINERALS INFORMATION
WORKING GROUP
The Institute of Geology of Ireland
established the Minerals Information
Working Group in April 2020 with the
aim to provide a science-led information
factsheet to get more balanced information
into the public domain. The group saw
expertise come from environmental
geologists, mineral exploration and mining
across the island of Ireland. In March
2021 the factsheets were published. The

As the old Irish saying goes “However long
the day, the evening will come”. At the
moment we are having a very long ‘day’
but with over 6 million vaccines having
been administered it is time to look to the
future. We have all adapted and carried on,
we have learned new skills to integrate into
the new world whether communicating
through screens, working from home or
having to resource from new suppliers on a
regular basis is the new norm. Once again,
I am being optimistic and looking forward.
Our future is switching from fossil fuels
to renewable energy such as solar, wind,

tidal and geothermal energies- all of which
create a huge demand for critical metals.
Metals are essential for our green economy;
it is dependent on exploration and minerals.
However, in our technically advancing world
the importance of the extractive industry
is being lost. It is up to us to promote our
industry in positive ways, to counterbalance
the persistence negative press and to
eradicate the outdated perception of the
industry. We are the industry that our new
green technical world is built on - a clean
renewable future is not possible without
mineral exploration and minerals.
I would like to acknowledge everyone in the
industry for all their hard work throughout
this tough year, we have proven to be
resourceful and resilient. It has been a
challenging time and one where we have
had to work together. I would like to thank
the Council for all the energy they have
put into the society over the last year.
The society succeeds because of the
Council and the members working together.
We have had a successful year despite the
challenges. I hope to see our conferences,
dinner dance and field trips all back in
2022 and I wish you all a safe return to
a new normal.

Go dtí go mbuailfimid le chéile
arís go pearsanta.

www.imqs.ie
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Activities of the Society
2020-2021
by Alan Dolan, Honorary Secretary & Vice President, Irish Mining & Quarrying Society
The following are
the main activities
of the society in
2020/2021. Due
to Government
Covid restrictions,
activities were
curtailed but the
society remained active.

IMQS PLANNING &
INNOVATION SEMINAR
The IMQS hosted an online
Planning & Innovation Seminar
on October 29th 2020.

The presenters were:
 icola Nixon, President IMQS
N
- Introduction and IMQS Updates

Details of all IMQS activities can be
found at www.imqs.ie.

Mike Lowther, LKAB
- The Mine of the Future

I would like to take this opportunity
to thank you, our members, for your
patronage. The society cannot exist without
your continued support.

Sean Higgins, Sitech
- Advances in Drone Technology

COUNCIL MEETINGS
2020 - July 28th, September 8th,
October 6th, November 3rd
& December 8th.
2021 - January 12th, February 16th AGM,
March 9th, April 13th & May 11th,
September 14th & October 15th.

REPRESENTATIONS IN
2019/2020
• European Federation of Explosives
Engineers (EFEE)
• Prospectors and Developers
Conference (PDAC)
• Draft Policy Statement for
Mineral Exploration and Mining
In Ireland - Submission

Liam Smyth, Irish Concrete Federation
- Recent Planning Issues
Jim Holmes, ex-Health & Safety
Authority - Quarry Health and Safety

ANNUAL
REVIEW 2020
The Annual Review
2020 as well as
reviews from
previous years
can be viewed at
www.imqs.ie or
scan the QR code.

ANNUAL DINNER
DANCE 2020

• Quarry Skills Certification Scheme
meetings (QSCS)
• Quarry Safety Partnership (QSP)
• Minerals Information Working
Group (MIWG)
• Nore Vision Project
• Department of Environment
Communications and Climate
Change (DECC)
• IMQS Planning & Innovation Seminar

ANNUAL FIELD TRIP
The Annual Field Trip did not take place
in 2020 due to Covid restrictions.

• Activities of the IMRC remain
impacted by the pandemic, however
Mine Rescue response across the
island remains in place.
• Irish Salt Mining & Exploration,
Boliden Tara Mines and Dalradian
Gold have resumed regular training,
complying with Covid-19 guidelines.
• Boliden Tara Mines took part in flight
training with the No 3 Operations
Wing of the Irish Air Corps in July 21.
• A full summary can be found
in the 2021 review.

GEO-DRILLER
APPRENTICESHIPS
Geoscience Ireland, in collaboration with
the Institute of Technology Carlow, is
running a Geo Drilling Apprenticeship.
The course
continues in 2021
with 8 participants.
Brendan Morris
and Sean Finlay
were involved
in setting it up
this course.

The Annual Dinner Dance did not take
place due to Covid restrictions.

Visit Carlow IT
apprenticeship portal or scan
the QR code for more information.

INSTITUTE OF QUARRYING –
NORTHERN IRELAND, STONE
CRUSHERS BALL 2020

EVENTS IN 2021

• Geoscience Ireland
• Geo-Driller Apprenticeship

MINE RESCUE 2020

The annual Institute of Quarrying
(Northern Ireland) Stone Crushers Ball
did not take place due to
Covid restrictions.

Two of the Societies’ main events,
The Annual Dinner and The Annual
Field Trip, will not take place.
The All-Island Safety Seminar will be
held virtually, on 17th November 2021.

CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP
Being a corporate member of the IMQS can have many benefits
for your organisation; free advertising on the IMQS web site,
free job postings and regular information updates.
Being a corporate member is an excellent investment
for any company - large or small.
Scan the QR code for membership details.

Paying your subscription could not be easier. Just log onto www.imqs.ie and click ‘Becoming a member’.
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View from
the North
by Gordon Best, Regional Director MPANI
It again gives me great pleasure
to write this report for your IMQS
Journal on behalf of our MPANI
members here in Northern Ireland.
Since the last the IMQS Journal, the world
has been changed dramatically by Covid
19 and the increasing need for action to
deal with the impact of climate change.
The COVID emergency has turned our
family and working lives upside down
and as we look forward to the light at the
end of the tunnel created by the rapid
vaccination programme across the world
lets recognise and acknowledge that for
better or worse the last 18 months have
changed us and society forever. The
virus will be with us for some time yet, if
not indefinitely, so we must continue to
protect our families, our friends, our work
colleagues and ourselves from the virus.
Fortunately, from the start of the COVID
Emergency, UK Government and the NI
Executive recognised our Mineral Products
and Manufacturing sectors as essential
supply chains. MPANI, through the
excellent guidance resources produced
by MPA were able to advise and inform
our members about best practice in
managing the risks created by Covid 19.

We continued the important committee
work and stakeholder engagement of the
Association by meeting regularly through
Zoom, WebEx and Teams.
We met regularly with Public Sector
bodies and with other NI Business
organisations. I passionately believe that
as an Industry and collection of businesses
within MPANI we can be proud of how
we managed all the challenges before
us but we must redouble our efforts
to keep everyone safe until the Covid
risk is greatly diminished. I’m sure the
experiences will strengthen our Industry,
our Association and the relationships
within it well into the future.
A significant benefit of being a Member of
the Mineral Products Association is being
part of a wider collective and having
access to the best advice and guidance
to assist in managing the day-to-day
challenges you face as a business. MPA
has and continues to advise and inform
our members on all aspects of Health
and Safety, and particularly through the
ongoing COVID pandemic.
Vision Zero was launched at the MPA
& British Precast Health and Safety
Leadership Conference in November
2020. The success of Vision Zero will

be dependent on individuals within the
mineral products industry understanding
what Vision Zero is, why it is important
and their role in delivering it. At the heart
of Vision Zero is the commitment to adopt
the 6-core health and safety values and
to work together to eliminate or mitigate
the high consequence hazards associated
with ‘The Fatal 6’.
The MPA resources have been designed to
help raise awareness and understanding
across the industry of the 6 core values,
‘The Fatal 6’, the strategy to help
implement them, and the new leading
and lagging indicators that will be used
to measure progress. “Vision Zero was
developed by the senior managers,
owners and H&S experts within our
membership. They have recognised that
changing behaviour and focussing on
those activities that are most likely to
kill or seriously injure us at work will be
essential to achieve a further step change
in our health and safety performance.
MPA’s role is to support our members in
delivering Vision Zero and measuring our
progress over the next five years. These
resources will help our members to raise
awareness of all aspects of Vision Zero at
every level within their organisation.
I am delighted that we are able to hold
our Annual Industry Charity Golf Day on
June 7th at the Hilton Templepatrick. We
had over 21 fourballs booked with the
usual shot gun start and plans were made
and implemented robustly for our social
distancing dinner and prizegiving. We are
also in the process of planning our local
member forums for September and early
December, covid restrictions permitting,
as illustrated by the registration for our
Golf Day, members will be keen to get out
and meet face to face.

MPANI Regional Director presenting Peter Daly, MD of People 1st, who deliver the NVQ
Level 4 Construction Site Supervisors Course, with copies of our “Ready Mixed Concrete –
Practical Guide for site personnel” . Also in the picture is Barry Neilson, CEO of CITB NI.
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In June we hosted the first class for the
Blasting for Non-Blasting Managers
Course at our offices at Nutts Corner. It
was great to see the positive response
coming from right across our Industry
to this course that, although questioned
by some initially, is now recognised by
all as improving the knowledge of those
responsible for their sites pertaining
to all aspects of the blasting process.
I have said on a number of occasions
that blasting is the one area that causes
greatest risk and concern to neighbours
and its clear from feedback from planning
application objections that this one area
is under greatest scrutiny and is targeted
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MPANI Chair, Simon McDowell presents the Joint Industry
Charity Golf Day donation to Mark Bingham and Linzi Stewart
of the Alzheimer’s Society.

and focused on by those out to stop our
Industry. Two further courses are planned
before the year end.
MPANI responded earlier this year to
the Department for Infrastructure’s
Review of 2011 Planning Act. We are
working with others in the business
community to ensure that the Department
takes forward a reform programme
before next year’s Assembly election.
Within the MPANI response to the
Review we have called for;
• Establishment of a review mechanism
to ensure that environmental
conditions on mineral sites are kept
up to modern standards.
• Establishment of a local Council shared
service for the management and
processing of Mineral Planning in NI
due to its unique complexity.
• Implementation of the
recommendations of the Irvine Report
on the role of statutory consultees.
• Continuing capability and knowledge
building through the Environmental
Governance Initiative.
• Adequate resourcing of the
pre-application community
engagement process.
The MPANI Chairman, Simon McDowell
and Vice Chair, Paul Brogan, and myself
recently met online with Infrastructure
Minister Nichola Mallon and senior officials
on the 27th April. We had provided a
detailed briefing paper to her and we
covered the issues raised during the
45minute meeting that included a number
of concerns over Procurement, Planning,
Water and sewerage infrastructure,
Removal of the Red Diesel Rebate in 2022
and delays in delivering infrastructure
projects. We have also extended an
invitation to her to visit one of our
sites. We congratulated the Minister for
securing a 2021 / 22 Structural Roads
Maintenance budget of £120 million. This
is the highest ever starting level for the
incoming financial year. Given that recent
years have saw annual outturns in and
around £100 to £106 million. This is very
good news for the Industry.

Ana Wilkinson of Friends of the Cancer Centre receiving
the presentation cheque from MPANI Chair, Simon McDowell
and Regional Director, Gordon Best.

Other good news on the training from is
that MPANI working in partnership with
the Institute of Asphalt Technology and
CITB (NI) have developed a new NVQ
Level 4 Highway Maintenance and Repair
Site Supervisors Course.
Earlier this year in partnership with
the Department of Infrastructure and
PSNI ran a very successful Road Worker
Safety campaign ran in partnership
supported by Road to Zero. The online
message was viewed by 220,000 people
and feedback from our members indicate
that these regular safety messages are
reducing levels of abuse and violence
against road workers and incursions of
traffic into road closures.
We also recently donated copies of our
“Ready Mixed Concrete – Practical Guide
for site personnel” to People 1st who
deliver the NVQ L4 Construction Site
Supervisors Course. All those construction
site supervisors attending and completing
the Course will receive a copy of the
Best Practice Guide. Hopefully this
initiative will strengthen our ongoing
campaign and education of clients
and customers about the importance
of proper ordering, placing and care
of concrete by using quality assured
suppliers and contractors who are
competent in the laying of concrete.
Brexit and working with the complexities
of the NI Protocol is still very much
an issue for our members and our
customers, particularly in the farming
and agri-food sector. I sit on the NI
Business Brexit Working Group and we
continue to engage with UKG, EU and
the Irish Government on solutions
to these complexities.
Conversations with Members over the
last number of weeks again indicate very
busy and challenging times. There is
much talk and concern at present over
increasing material costs and shortage
of labour, particularly lorry drivers who
are essential to enable our industry to
move construction materials around the
country to keep our economy moving
and sustain jobs. MPANI are part of the
NI Construction Group and as such we

engage with Government Construction
Clients through the Construction Industry
Forum NI (CIFNI) on all areas relating
to delivery of construction in Northern
Ireland. NICG, led by the Construction
Employers Federation (CEF), engaged
with Central Procurement Directorate
and other Departments on measures
to alleviate the cost pressures faced by
contractors and suppliers on public sector
contracts in Northern Ireland as a result of
shortages and price increases.
A Procurement guidance note was
recently published by the Department of
Finance and signed off by Ministers on the
NI Executive that will allow Departments
to compensate contractors and suppliers
who have been faced with unforeseen
material cost rises. Mark Spence, Director
of CEF, put it very well when he said, “We
need a new word, “Unprecedented”
no longer has the impact it once did”.
Saying that however we need to
recognise that this “perfect storm” is
affecting the whole of the UK and Irish
Construction Industries.
In recent weeks MPANI have responded
to a number of important Consultation
Papers including the Private Members Bill
Climate Change Bill at the NI Assembly,
The Department for the Economy Energy
Strategy, The HMRC Consultation on
the Removal of Red Diesel Rebate, The
NI Assembly AERA Committee Climate
Change Bill Call for Evidence and the
Consultation on the NI 10X Skills Strategy.
MPANI is currently working with a
number of organisations in the public
/ educational / private sectors as we
embark on the energy transition journey.
We are committed as an Industry to do
our bit to achieve zero carbon emissions
by 2050. Given the clear evidence from
around the world, but mainly in the polar
and equatorial rewgions, showing the
impact of climate change the argument
for doing nothing has long since past.
The ever-increasing speed of change of
technology means we are at the beginning
of a new Industrial Revolution driven by
energy transition that will undoubtedly
transform many traditional industries
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such as minerals and the manufacture of
construction materials.
The technology is now available and
developing that will mean many industrial
operations, including quarrying, can
become energy independent and carbon
neutral by using renewable wind not only
to power its day time operations but then
to use the that wind energy at night to
manufacture and store its own hydrogen
energy by having an electrolyser on site.
This on site produced energy can then
be used to not only fuel other on site
operations and mobile plant but also any
transport fleet used to supply materials
to customers. Decarbonisation and the
Circular Economy are areas where we as a
Minerals Sector are devoting a lot of time
developing our thoughts and identifying
objectives for the medium and long term.
The cement industry has reduced its
carbon footprint by almost 50% since
1995 and continues to invest billions
worldwide into further reduction through
carbon capture and alternative fuels. In
the UK and NI we are the largest transport
sector by tonnage. In NI alone we
transport 80,000 tonnes of construction
materials every day.
Thats 4000 Lorry loads every day. If
they were parked together they would

stretch from Belfast to Dungannon. The
decarbonisation of our Industry in terms
of the extraction, processing, manufacture
and transport of construction materials
will make a significant contribution to
reducing the carbon footprint of our
built environment and the wider
economy of Northern Ireland.
To achieve this we need a joined approach
and incentivising through innovative
procurement policy as Government
purchases almost 40% of construction
materials made in NI. Concrete provides
non-combustible structures for our
homes, schools, hospitals and offices,
and the thermal mass to cool them
in warmer summers without energyintensive cooling systems.
This summer we again worked with
HSENI, local schools, the fire service and
the Police to communicate the cold
water safety message and warn young
people about the dangers of trespassing
on mineral sites whether active or disused.
MPANI continue to advise our members,
all year round, to continue to have
Increased vigilance at the sites you
are responsible for particularly, during
periods of warm weather and the school
holidays and to check warning signs,
fencing, safety devices and security
arrangements at bothoperational

and non-operational sites.
I am absolutely delighted to announce
that 5 MPANI local Members have
entered the MPA British Precast Safety
Awards taking place in November. The
entries cover 6 categories and three
companies are in the running for the
Sir Frank Davies Trophy and John Crabbe
Trophy. Good luck to everyone.
May I wish IMQS and all Members
well over the coming months and we
look forward to sustaining our valued
and important relationship through
what are challenging times for
everyone on this island.

Gordon Best
Regional Director MPANI

www.mpani.org

metal-detectors.ie pcpgroup.ie +353 (0) 45 863220
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Natural Resources in Northern Ireland
Find the information and data you need at the
Geological Survey of Northern Ireland

Quarries
Resources

Data and Services
GSNI collects, interprets and provides geological data, research and
advice to central and local government, industry, academia, NGOs,
schools and the public. GSNI maintains extensive digital databases
and paper archives that are accessible online and through our
enquiry service.
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The data held by GSNI include:

Online data access:

• Modern and historical geological maps
including 1:10k vector map data
• Borehole and site reports
• Tellus geochemical and
geophysical datasets
• Mineral and hydrocarbon exploration
licence database and open-file reports
• Mineral occurrence database
• Abandoned mines database
• Quarries database
• Groundwater data repository
• Mineral resource maps

•
•
•
•
•
•

GeoIndex
Historical maps archive
Digital photo archive
Ground Source Heat Pump reports
Mine abandonment plans
Open Data NI & Spatial NI

A geological report writer service is also
now available.
www.bgs.ac.uk/gsni/data
www.geologicalmaps.net
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Update from the Irish
Concrete Federation
by Gerry Farrell, Chief Executive of the Irish Concrete Federation
As ever, it gives me great pleasure
to update readers on developments
at the Irish Concrete Federation
(ICF) and within the Irish aggregates
and concrete manufacturing industry
in general. In particular, I would like
to thank Irish Mining and Quarrying
Society (IMQS) Past-President and
Council member Siobhan Tinnelly
for the opportunity to contribute
once more to the IMQS Annual
Review, one of the best recognised
publications on the Irish
extractive industry.
In the intervening period since last year’s
publication, ICF has continued to adapt
to the ever-changing issues confronting
business and our members. Needless to
say, COVID still retains a major influence
on our industry in many different forms.
In my contribution to last year’s Annual
Review, I wrote about the resilience of the
quarrying and concrete manufacturing
industry in the face of the threat
presented by the virus and the essential
nature of the industry, as evidenced by
its ability to maintain supply of materials
to meet societal demands.
This resilience has come to the fore in
2021 in a similar manner. Notwithstanding
the closure of all non-essential
construction activity in January, activity
levels at our members’ locations have

been strong in the year to date. Initially
this was driven by demand in rural areas
where the impact of the public health
restrictions was less than in our cities.
However, since the full reopening of
construction, demand for all materials has
been strong and activity is brisk.
Given the well publicised deficits in
societal infrastructure, particularly in
housing, a strong pipeline of work is
predicted in the short to medium term,
again underlining the essential nature
of this industry.
Given the current focus on the cost
and availability of raw materials for
construction being experienced across
the globe, the sustainable benefits of
locally available, resilient, recyclable and
affordable materials such as aggregates
and concrete are clear.
The recent report from the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change is a stark reminder
of society’s responsibility to reduce
emissions and much progress is being
made by the concrete and cement
industry in this objective.
The cement industry in Europe has
reduced emissions by 15% since 1990
and has committed to a roadmap to
achieve zero net emissions by 2050
which will in turn contribute to a lower
carbon footprint for concrete products.
In addition, the use of ground granulated

blast furnace slag (GGBS) from steel
production to replace cement in concrete
continues to further reduce the carbon
footprint of locally produced concrete.
Concrete has a positive story to tell and
in this context, ICF made a submission
on the draft ‘Climate Action Plan 2021’
earlier this year. We are also in the process
of developing Environmental Product
Declarations for a range of aggregates
and precast concrete products as well
as progressing the development of
‘End of Waste Criteria’ for recycled
aggregates from concrete waste with the
Environmental Protection Agency.
On the issue of affordability, ICF published
a report on the cost of quarried and
concrete materials used in new house
construction in February. The key
finding in the report was that the basic
construction materials supplied by quarry
operators, ready mixed concrete suppliers,
concrete block and other concrete
product suppliers account for just 3.4%
of the cost of building the most common
form of new house in Ireland - the three
bedroom semi- detached dwelling.
In a time of rapid cost inflation in
construction and property generally, this
report clearly shows that such inflationary
impacts have little to do with the cost of
the key structural elements of the homes
we build, a fact that is rarely grasped by
the public and policy makers alike.
The essential and critical role that
aggregate and concrete materials play
in the fabric of our built environment
has been brought into sharp focus by
recent events linked to the integrity of
masonry construction in homes in some
parts of Ireland. ICF fully acknowledges
the devastation which has been caused
to all parties by the damage to blockwork
in the affected homes. While immensely
distressing to those directly impacted
and sizable in these communities, the
damage is restricted to a number of
locations in the country, given the
localised nature of the industry.
For decades there has been millions of
tonnes of aggregates and ready mixed
concrete and hundreds of millions of
concrete blocks manufactured on an
annual basis in Ireland, with concrete
block (masonry) construction by far the
most common form of house construction
in Ireland, with a successful history of use.
It is estimated that approximately
150 million concrete blocks will be
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manufactured by suppliers across Ireland
in 2021. Arising from the issues concerning
damage to masonry construction ICF, our
members and Technological University
of Dublin have recently commenced a
research programme on the impacts of
freeze/thaw on concrete blocks. While
progress was delayed last year due to
COVID, it is hoped that some initial results
will emerge in late 2021 which we hope
will contribute to ensuring that similar
issues do not reoccur in the future.
The strong activity levels among our
members locations are not confined
to the supply of domestic markets.
Notwithstanding the inevitable
complications caused by Brexit, our
precast concrete exporters are once
again to the fore in supplying
major social infrastructural
projects across the UK,
thereby securing a valuable
additional outlet for aggregate
and concrete products. ICF is
currently carrying out an analysis
of the practical implications
experienced by precast exporters
of the new trading arrangements
arising from Brexit.
While this work is ongoing
at time of writing, it is clear
that our exporters have
overcome the logistical and
administrative burden to date.
However, the likely implications
of future enhanced controls
and procedures at point of
import into the UK are unclear
at this stage but I expect that
the traditional resilience of
our members will once again
overcome any administrative
barriers to future trade.
While COVID has obviously been
the primary focus for our health
and safety committee in recent
times, the need to maintain focus
on the ever-present risks within
our industry is enhanced in times
of increased activity. In March we
held a successful ‘Quarry Safety
Campaign 2021’ with the great
support of the Health and Safety
Authority (HSA).
The campaign encompassed
a series of online webinars on
key aspects of quarry safety,
inspections by HSA inspectors
and on-site safety initiatives by
our members.
While the overall societal
impact of COVID has been
overwhelmingly negative, one
of the few positives which has
emerged has been the new
methods of communication that
are now a routine part of ICF
communications. The attendance
at our safety webinars was
testament to the commitment
of ICF members throughout
the country to improving
safety. Tragically and similar

to my contribution to this publication
last year, I must report a further fatality
at a member’s location this year. This
is a sobering reminder to all of us of
our responsibility never to waver in our
commitment to promote best practice
and safety in this industry.
Over the past year ICF added the
provision of a human resources and
employee relations function to our
membership services which proved
particularly timely given events associated
with the pandemic. In June we produced
a salary and benefits report for
participating companies which also
included feedback from industry on
labour and skills availability.

It was particularly interesting to note that
70% of respondents indicated that they
were experiencing difficulties in recruiting
new employees. It is abundantly clear
that our industry will have to address the
lack of new entrants and new skills to
sustain its future. ICF’s new HR forum will
certainly be looking at solutions, none of
which will be easy, to address this issue.
In conclusion, I hope that this contribution
has given you an interesting overview
of ICF activities currently. I would like to
congratulate all involved in producing
this Annual Review and to wish all
readers a safe and prosperous remainder
of 2021 and to wish the Society and its
members continued success.

We have managed to continue growth &
development by providing detailed, precise & fast
surveys for our clients at a cost eeective price.

SERVICES OFFERED
TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS
SETTING OUT AND
ENGINEERING SURVEYS
3D LASER SCANNING
MONITORING AND
VOLUMETRIC SURVEYS
MEASURED BUILDING
SURVEYS
AERIAL SURVEYS

Tel: 0876733345 | Email: carl@landandaerialsurveys.ie

NATIONWIDE
www.landandaerialsurveys.ie
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An overview of activities
by the Institute of
Geologists of Ireland (IGI)

by Cian O’Hora PGeo, President IGI
The Institute of Geologists of Ireland
(IGI) was established in 1999 with
the mission of promoting and
advancing the science of geology
and its professional application
in all disciplines, especially the
geosciences and to facilitate the
exchange of information and ideas in
relation thereto.
IGI Members are required to uphold,
develop and maintain the highest
professional standards in the practise of
their profession. To this end all members
must undertake CPD recording for
approval on an annual basis.
Professional membership of the IGI is
open to all practising geoscientists
who meet the required standards
of qualification and experience.
For information on how to apply,
please visit www.igi.ie.
The mining and quarrying sectors have
always been very well represented within
our membership, with approximately
35% of our members specifying ‘Mining
Geology and Exploration’ as their main
area of expertise at application stage.

IGI ACTIVITIES 2020 - 2021
The Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtably
been a defining feature in all our lives
over the last 18 months. IGI made the
switch to online operations and have
endeavoured to maintain the services
we provide our members. Whilst we feel
we have done this successfully, and that
online participation has in fact opened up
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our events to a bigger audience, we look
forward to a time when we can once again
gather together with our colleagues.
IGI membership grew significantly this
past year; twenty-six candidates were
approved for Professional Membership;
fourteen for Membership-in-Training and
nine new Student Members. This brings
our total membership to 333.
In March 2021 a significant body of work
from the Minerals Information Working
Group (MIWG) was published in IGI’s first
major public engagement campaign. IGI
was delighted that IMQS was represented
on the MIWG by their President Nicola
Nixon. Five science-led factsheets on

minerals and mining in Ireland were
published on 8th March.
The programme of dissemination has
resulted in wide-ranging interest in the
materials, including coverage in the Irish
Times, an interview on the Newstalk
radio Pat Kenny show, engagement from
public officials and representatives and
messages of support from national and
international geoscience organisations.
The factsheets had five themes: mining
and our green future, the lifetime value
of a mine, mining through the ages, mine
planning and environmental regulation
and mineral exploration in Ireland. The
graphics below give a brief snapshot
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of the factsheet contents. For more
information on the factsheets please visit
our website https://igi.ie/committees/
minerals-information-working-group/
The Institute of Geologists of Ireland
officially recognizes those who have
excelled in the advancement and
promotion of the profession of geoscience
in Ireland and internationally through
the President’s Medal of Honour. The
2020 Medal of Honour was awarded to
Dr. Eibhlín Doyle in recognition of her
outstanding achievements in the field of
professional geology.
Dr. Doyle was the Inaugural President of
IGI and has been a leading figure in the
mineral exploration world in Ireland. Due
to the pandemic restrictions, we have not
yet been able to host an award ceremony,
but we are very much looking forward to
doing so when we can!
During the last year the IGI maintained
its public profile on a number of fronts,
in line with the 2019-2024 strategy.
We responded to a number of issues
concerning geoscience in Ireland through
the year via public consultations or direct
representations:
• Dept. of the Environment, Climate and
Communications Geothermal strategy
consultation

information, advocacy) for geoscientists
or those looking to study geoscience
from marginalised, disadvantages or
underrepresented groups and raising
awareness of EDI issues.
Thus far, the committee has made
progress on a number of these, through
the following activities: provision of a
four-year bursary to U.C.C. to support a
student in the geosciences, who would
otherwise face potentially multiple
barriers to obtaining third level education
in the geosciences, provision to members
of Unconscious Bias CPD training which
IGI sponsored as part of the iCRAG
EDIG project conference, continuing
support of iCRAG’s EDIG project through
sponsorship and representation. In
addition IGI is developing links with
organisations already expert in the field of
EDI so that we can better inform ourselves
on how we can improve equality and
diversity.
This year IGI established an Energy
Geoscientists Working Group, to raise
awareness of the geoscientist’s roles
in the energy sector; and to support
geoscientists and petroleum geologists
so that that their skills and experience
can be applied to achieving a Just Energy
Transition for Ireland.

IGI has recently formed An Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Committee
with the objective of promoting and
increasing equality, diversity and
conclusion among IGIs members and in
the broader geoscience profession.

The EGWG will help the IGI develop
initiatives that will support energy
geoscientists to harness opportunities
and cope with career challenges
associated with the energy transition,
e.g. tailored training, networking
opportunities, highlighting the importance
of geoscientist with regard to the mix
of energy types (fossil, transition and
renewable), the transfer of skillsets to
other sectors, promotion of energy
geoscience, collaboration and information
sharing. The group is made up of both
IGI members and non-members who
work in the fields of petroleum,
exploration, consultancy, renewables,
research and academia.

These objectives are strategic objectives
of the IGI for the period 2019-2024
and beyond. The current initiatives
include developing and publishing an
EDI Charter for the IGI, provision of
supports (e.g. mentoring, financial,

Members are based in Ireland, UK and the
USA. The board range of expert skills and
global perspectives provides a rich wealth
of knowledge in energy geoscience. The
group aims to progress a number of
initiatives in the coming year.

• Department of Housing, Local
Government and Heritage (DHLGH) –
Nitrates Public Consultation
• PEACE PLUS consultation
• All Ireland Climate and Biodiversity
Action Plan (AICBRN)
• Dept. of the Environment, Climate
and Communications: Call for Expert
Evidence

We have delivered a number of learning
opportunities to our members this year;
with the provision of EIA training courses
and licensing of the critically acclaimed
‘Practical Geo-communications’ online
course delivered by Geologize.
The IGI normally participates in key
geoscience events each year as a sponsor
and exhibitor. These opportunities were
unfortunately missing in 2020-2021 due
to pandemic restrictions on in-person
conferencing and networking, which we
hope will resume as soon as it is safe to
do so. The IGI was pleased to participate
in the Geological Survey of Northern
Ireland’s second Science Advisory
Committee meeting in March 2021.
The IGI continues to facilitate
collaboration in the geoscience
community, through convening the Heads
of Geoscience Groups forum, which met
4 times through the year, and the Irish
Geoscience Network meeting which was
held in February 2021. The IGI wishes to
thank all participants who have given up
their time during the year to make sure
that the geoscience community in Ireland
is connected and working together.

IGI WELCOMES NEW PRESIDENT
IGI held its AGM on 16th June 2021.
We are delighted to announce that
Cian O’Hora PGeo was elected the 12th
President of IGI. Cian is Managing Director
with Integrated Materials Solutions, a
company specialising in the sustainable
management of construction wastes and
resource recovery. Cian joined the IGI
Board in 2016 and has previously served
as IGI Treasurer and Vice-President.
He is looking forward to continuing the
existing work of IGI and to progressing
various new initiatives.
The IGI acknowledges the continued
support of our sponsoring bodies, the
Irish Mining & Quarrying Society (IMQS),
Geophysical Association of Ireland (GAI),
Geotechnical Society of Ireland (GSI),
Irish Association for Economic Geology
(IAEG) and the International Association
of Hydrogeologists (IAH Irish Group).

www.imqs.ie
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Tyrone mine
project is a rare
opportunity
by Brian Kelly, Managing Director, Dalradian
Anyone familiar with the mining and
exploration sector knows that the
percentage probability of finding –
let alone transforming a potential
mineral deposit into a commercially
viable mining operation - is low.

which recently opened a gold mine in the
Trossachs National Park, Ireland, which has
been home for over 40 years to Europe’s
largest zinc mine and Sweden, the EU’s
leading mining nation with 16 active mines.

Creating a successful mine project depends
on a multitude of factors, not least geology.
It requires a substantial commitment from
the company involved plus the alignment
of a host of technological, financial and
regulatory issues. This doesn’t happen
very often, but when it does – as with
Dalradian’s proposed underground mine
in west Tyrone – the benefits for the wider
economy are substantial.

It comes at a time when the need for
metals is increasing to meet demand
being driven by renewable technologies –
wind, solar, geothermal and battery
storage – which will be key to meeting
net-zero carbon targets. As the Institute
of Geologists of Ireland recently
commented: “A future of clean and
renewable energy to mitigate climate
warming is not possible without metals.
Mineral exploration and mining are essential
to ensure supply of these metals.”

NI, therefore, is extremely fortunate to be
home to a polymetallic (gold-copper-silver)
deposit and over 11 years Dalradian has
invested c.£130m to progress the project.
It gives NI the opportunity to follow in the
footsteps of other European countries with
vibrant mining projects such as Scotland,

Another key point is that at a time of
geo-political uncertainty, Europe is keen
to encourage more mineral exploration
within the continent. It’s estimated that
Europe is 75% dependent on imports
for almost all metals and up to 100% for
some critical minerals. This is against a

Artist’s impression of Dalradian’s proposals for an underground mine project in Co. Tyrone.
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backdrop of declining mineral production
in Europe (down 19% between 2000 and
2018) and at a time when demand is at
an all-time high, driven by population
increase, advances in modern technologies
and the need to decarbonise.
While the long-term picture for the mining
sector is positive, the economic and social
upsides for those areas fortunate enough to
host a modern mine are similarly strong.
We lodged a planning application to
develop an underground mine in 2017, with
further iterations and enhancements being
submitted in 2019 and 2020. The process
is ongoing and the Infrastructure Minister,
Nichola Mallon, has formally referred
the application to the Planning Appeals
Commission for Public Inquiry – a welcome
move which will provide another level of
independent scrutiny of the project.
The economic and societal benefits
will be substantial. A recent external
review into the project carried out by
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professional services firm EY found that
the mine will provide a “significant and
timely stimulus” for the economy for more
than 25 years should it receive planning
permission. The review concluded that
the project will contribute to “a more
prosperous, competitive and regionally
balanced economy”.
At a time when EY forecast that NI’s
Gross Value Add (GVA) will be 3.4% lower
in 2021 than pre-pandemic levels, the
project will support c.1,000 direct,
indirect and induced jobs.
Building the mine will provide a £158m
boost to the construction sector and,
when operational, will generate a further
£21m in salaries and £46m in supply chain
expenditure annually. An additional £360m
will be invested in capital equipment over
the 20-25 year life of mine
During operations we will employ
350 people directly, c.90% of whom
we expect to recruit locally and whose
average salary (£40,000) will be 1.8
times the NI average. Local hiring will
be supported by a £15 million training
programme over the early years of the
mine’s construction and operations.
Pending planning permission, this will
be one of the largest private sector
investments in NI with a total supply
chain spend of c.£1billion. It will be an

The polymetallic deposit in Co. Tyrone will support c.1000 jobs, a £158M boost for the
construction sector and capital equipment expenditure totalling £360M.

environmentally responsible project with an
ambition to be Europe’s first carbon neutral
mine. We’ve also made enhancements
to the project, removing the need to use
cyanide, reducing water demand by 30%
and cutting projected fuel use by 25%.
The inclusion of electric-powered mining
vehicles is actively being considered as we
seek to build Europe’s first carbon neutral
(net carbon zero) mining operation.
Tyrone already has a world-renowned
reputation for the manufacture of mining

and aggregates machinery, both for
extraction and environmental protection,
e.g., water treatment equipment.
A world-class mine paves the way to
develop a centre of excellence to develop
new sector-wide synergies.
This is a rare, once-in-a-generation,
shovel-ready opportunity that epitomises
‘green growth’ through the development
of a new sector; we should seize it
with both hands.

Update on the Curraghinalt Project
Dalradian Achieve Carbon Neutral Plus Status
We are delighted to announce the renewal of our
Carbon Neutral Plus status for 2020 by minimising,
assessing and offsetting our carbon emissions.

company’s sustainability plans, ensuring we are a
Carbon Neutral Plus company.

“Since 2019 I have been helping minimise our
Once again, we achieved Plus status by supporting
carbon emissions. Modern mining is incredibly hitree planting across Northern Ireland. An
tech already, but the opportunities to use ever-more
assessment of our data was carried out by Carbon
carbon neutral equipment is growing constantly –
Footprint Ltd using industry best practice/standards it’s a very exciting time to be developing a new mine.
WRI/WBCSD Greenhouse Gas Protocol and
We’ve already switched to renewable electricity,
ISO14064-1.
have changed how our offices are lit and have
introduced our first electric vehicle. That’s just the
As part of our carbon management plan, we
start, however, we’re always looking for innovative
reduced emissions for 2020. We offset the
ways to do things.”
remaining emissions by supporting an
internationally certified project in Malawi that
provides energy efficient cookstoves to homes,
reducing GHG emissions from the burning of fossil
fuels (photo at right).
Oonagh McKenna, Dalradian’s Sustainability and
Community Relations Officer, assists with the

Visit dalradian.com for more
information
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DALRADIAN WELCOMES MAJOR STEP
FORWARD IN PLANNING PROCESS

Infrastructure Minister
Launches Planning Inquiry
for Mine Application
Dalradian has welcomed the decision
by the Minister for Infrastructure,
Nichola Mallon, to refer its
application for an environmentally
responsible underground gold-silvercopper mine to a public local inquiry
(planning inquiry) with the Planning
Appeals Commission (PAC). The
inquiry is a standard stage toward
the end of the planning process for
regionally significant projects.
The planning application was lodged in
2017, following an extensive pre-application
discussion and consultation process, and
aims to deliver a transformative economic
investment for Northern Ireland, particularly
West of the Bann.
The project will create c.1,000 jobs during
the 20-year-plus operation of the mine and
hundreds more during construction, whilst
its local c.£750 million supply chain will
boost businesses in the region.
A positive conclusion to the planning
process would trigger the £158 million
construction-phase, building on the £130
million Dalradian has invested since 2010.
To date, the company has employed up to
120 people in advancing the project and
has supported more than 600 community
groups with £1 million in funding.
Welcoming today’s decision Patrick F.N.
Anderson, CEO of Dalradian Gold, said:

has been a great deal of interest from
local firms. We are also seeking to agree
a number of key construction contracts
conditional on planning permission to
ensure we are shovel ready pending a
positive decision by the Minister.”

“This is a major step forward in the
planning process, providing an opportunity
for independent scrutiny in an open
and transparent forum. This will give all
interested parties the chance to have
their voice heard.

A recent review of the project by
professional services firm EY assessed
the mine’s potential economic and social
impacts over time and concluded that the
project will “provide a significant and timely
stimulus for the economy”.

“Our proposed project will boost the
regional economy for a minimum of 20
years and provide a broad range of social
and economic benefits in line with local
and regional government aims. These
include regional rebalancing, sustaining
rural communities, creation of good jobs,
raising the skills base of the workforce and
increased investment.

The project will create almost 1,000 jobs,
including 350 directly with Dalradian
over the 20-year plus lifetime of the
mine. The average salary at the mine is
estimated at £40,000 per year, nearly
twice the NI average. The 18-24 month
construction phase will provide a boost of
£158m and create 300 jobs. A £15 million
training programme will coincide with
the construction phase and first year of
operations to support local employment.

“We held a number of very productive
supplier events with Chambers of
Commerce earlier this year and there
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When operational the mine will generate

£21m in salaries every year and a total
annual supply chain spend of £46m.
Dalradian has also committed a minimum
of £4m to community funding during
operation of the mine.
Mr. Anderson added: “While we recognize
that the economic opportunities provided
by the mine are substantial, operating in
tandem with the environment is just as
important. That’s why our project design
includes the best available technology
and a commitment to net zero carbon
emissions over the lifetime of the mine.”
“We are showing that commitment already,
having achieved Carbon Neutral Plus status
for the second year running in 2020 by
minimizing, assessing and offsetting our
carbon emissions and also supporting
tree-planting at schools in Northern
Ireland. The need for metals and minerals
in transitioning to a greener economy
is recognized by many governments,
including the UK, supported by creation of
the Westminster All Party Parliamentary
Group for Critical Minerals in 2020.”
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Biodiversity
Oasis in Limerick
by Eve Howard, Environmental Manager, Irish Cement Limerick
AN ABUNDANCE OF NATURE
Since the winter of 2020, a panel
of expert biologists and ecologists
have been undertaking detailed
biodiversity surveys and habitat
mapping on the Irish Cement site
in Limerick. To their amazement
they have discovered a rich variety
of habitats, wildlife and plants
living close to this industrial site,
something they did not expect when
they were first contracted to carry
out this survey work. Their work will
continue for the remainder of 2021
and their findings and guidance will
be used to help draft a Biodiversity
Strategy for the site.
The survey work started last winter with
an assessment of wintering wildfowl using
the man-made lakes and Irish Cement
lands. Among the ducks and geese were
flocks of Whooper Swans. The Whooper
Swan is a winter visitor to Ireland from
Western Iceland where they breed
during the summer. The 8th International
Swan Census completed during January
2020 recorded 19,111 Whooper Swans
throughout Ireland. Some of these
Whooper Swans over-winter along the
Shannon Estuary with approximately
200 spending their time on the Irish
Cement farmland in Cooperhill. For
the swans the location is ideal with
undisturbed feeding and roosting on
the lush pastureland protected by waterfilled drainage ditches and streams.
To understand the migration patterns and
behaviours ornithologists from the UK,

Young hare sitting among the wildflowers in Irish Cement Limerick. Photo credit Sheena Jolley

Iceland and Ireland have for many years
been putting easily identifiable leg rings
on some of these swans. The data from
field observations of these ringed swans
has revealed that they travel to the same
areas each winter with one swan which
wintered in Cooperhill estimated to have
flown over 50,000 kilometres from Iceland
to Ireland over a 15-year period. The swans
remained on the Irish Cement land until
mid-April when they departed on their
northward journey to Iceland once more.
Spring saw the return of summer
migrants and the start of breeding
season for resident birds. A wide variety
of bird species have been recorded
breeding on the site from Peregrine

Whooper Swans on Irish Cement lands. Photo credit John N Murphy.
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Falcons and Sand Martins in the quarry
to ducks and water birds on the lakes.
There are woodland and grassland species
and even Ringed Plover, which normally
nests on shingle beaches, recorded
nesting on the quarry floor.
Some have been easy to spot and
identify and some are much more elusive
with only fleeting glimpses of Barn Owls
for example and the occasional bright
blue flash of the Kingfishers as they dart
across Bunlicky Lake. Over 80 species
of birds have been recorded on site
since last December.
What has been most pleasing to us in
Limerick is the range of large mammals

Female Emperor dragon fly laying eggs under the water.
Photo credit Sheena Jolley
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we have living quietly on the site. Foxes,
badgers, hares, stoats, pine martens,
and otters have all been recorded and
photographed on site. For many of the
team, some of whom have worked on
site for decades, the population of otters
living in Bunlicky is the greatest source
of pride as it is a sign of good water
quality and healthy fish stocks.
During the summer months the wildflower
meadows have attracted a multitude
of pollinators, from bumblebees, native
honeybees, hover flies and butterflies.
The botanists have identified 7 species
of orchid on the site.
The site operates 24 hours per day
and so too does the wildlife with both
Barn Owls and Long-eared Owls detected
on site. Bat surveys recorded three
species of bats; Lesser horseshoe,
Pipistrelle and Leisler’s Bats feeding on
site, with further work needed to identify
likely roost sites. A number of trail
cameras were positioned at key locations
on site, and they have been recording
some of the night-time activity. The
cameras are triggered by movement and
have taken still images or short video clips
of the otters, foxes and badgers.

RICH AND VARIED HABITATS
The reason why the site has such a rich
biodiversity is the wide range of different
habitats and the fact that despite the
site being an active industrial site some
areas remain largely undisturbed. In
some of the inactive or older areas of the
quarry rich vegetation has returned and
especially where there is standing water
a wide range of insects and birds can be
seen. Particularly common this year is
the spectacular Emperor Dragonfly, first
recorded in Ireland in 2000, it is Ireland’s
largest dragonfly and lives close to quiet
areas of water. The females deposit
their eggs onto vegetation beneath the
water surface. Once hatched the young
dragonfly are voracious underwater
predators. Only when they become adults
do they emerge from the water and take
to the wing for a life in the air hunting
flying insects above the lake surface.
In addition to the quarries and lakes,
there are reedbeds, marsh lands, both
calcareous (because of the limestone)
and wet grasslands, petrifying springs
(an unusual habitat formed when calciumrich water deposits a soft, porous rock
known as ‘tufa’ on the ground), scrub
vegetation, hedgerows and mature
woodland. This rich mosaic of different
habitats supports the wide diversity
of plants and animals that are being
catalogued by the experienced biologists.

Four species of Orchid, clockwise from top right, Bee, Pyramidal, Common Spotted
and Marsh Orchids. Photo credit Sheena Jolley

process 40 years ago to the population of
otters today, nature finds a way to thrive.
Irish Cement has also lent a helping hand,

Protected Ringed Plover nest with five
eggs in the quarry. Photo credit Gerry Murphy

WORKING IN HARMONY
Many of these habitats have regenerated
by themselves over the years. Irish
Cement has stepped back and let nature
get on with it, the popular phase today
is ‘re-wilding’. Bunlicky Lake is a good
example, from a man-made lake resulting
from the extraction of alluvial mud for the

Protected Sand Martin colony in the
quarry. Photo credit Gerry Murphy

nearly 100,000 trees have been planted
on site over the years. More recently the
management of grassland has resulted in
rich wildflower meadows which provides
food for pollinators and in turn many bird
species that feed on these insects. Sand
Martin colonies have been protected;
quarry blasts are scheduled to avoid
disturbing the cliff nesting Peregrines.
The workforce too takes great pride in the
abundance of nature on the site and has
developed the practice of circling large
rocks to protect ground nesting birds
from quarry machinery.
Our goal is to recognise these practices
and develop a long-term Biodiversity
Strategy that builds on the current survey
work and expert guidance. The strategy
will ensure we prioritise biodiversity on
site and help us to operate our cement
factory in harmony with the natural
environment. Irish Cement is proud of the
rich biodiversity we have on site. We feel
a responsibility to protect what already
exists and enhance opportunities for
wildlife to flourish. We would also like to
find ways to celebrate and share this rich
biodiversity with a wider audience.

www.imqs.ie
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Galantas Gold

Restarting the
Cavanacaw Mine
by Dr. Sarah Coulter, Chief Geologist, Galantas Gold and
Brendan Morris, Chief Operating Officer, Galantas Gold (and MD of LTMS Ltd.)
Galantas Gold Corporation owns
and operates the fully permitted
Cavanacaw underground mine near
Omagh, County Tyrone, Northern
Ireland. Galantas Gold Corporation
is listed on the TSX Venture and AIM
exchanges under symbol GAL, and
on the OTCQX under symbol GALKF.
The mine was operated from 2007 to
2012 as an open pit and in 2017 the
underground mine was started via a
portal in the Kearney pit. Currently
2,000m of development is in place
including 400m on the Kearney vein
on five levels, the mine was temporarily
closed in 2019 and re-opened in 2021.
The primary objectives were to develop
a surface and underground exploration
programme and to establish a safe,
productive and cost effective mine,
operating to best mining practice. The
surface exploration programme started in
July and the underground programme in
September, with a plan to drill a total of
4,000m in the Kearney and Joshua veins.
The current drill programme is the first
on site in five years; Galantas have
contracted Mineral Exploration Drilling
Ltd. (MED) for both surface and
underground drilling. The last programme
(2015-2016) led to the discovery of a
new vein and intersected the largest high
grade gold accumulation on the site
thus far: 13 m at 9.9 g/t Au.
Detailed geological mapping during
development of the underground
revealed the occurrence of wider zones
of mineralisation that could be linked
on shallow north dipping planes. We
hypothesise that these planes are
related to a stacked thrust system
and that they have been reactivated
during and following the main episode
of mineralisation. High strain between
intersecting faults, resulting in increased
permeability, would concentrate fluid flow
and ultimately result in wider zones of
mineralisation, especially within the more
competent rock units.
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Aerial view of Open Pit.

The Kearney vein is found to bend within
and just prior to the dilation zones,
supporting the case for some lateral
movement on the planes. The location
and continuity of these zones, which hold
higher gold accumulations, will be tested
during the current drill programme. This

important exploration data will inform the
mine plan. It is likely that similar structural
considerations may apply to other veins
in the swarm, expanding the resource
potential of these structures. Surface
drilling is targeting the Joshua vein with
underground platforms facilitating the
exploration of the Kearney vein.
Galantas are also actively exploring
regional licence areas in Northern
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
The Company holds 548.9 Km2 for
exploration encompassing prospective
Dalradian lithologies and areas cut by
major north-east trending faults.

Location Map.

The new prospecting licence block
was identified as prospective due
to the complex nature of geological
formations. The main feature is a
structurally bound Precambrian inlier
within Carboniferous age sediments,
orientated on a major northeast structural
trend crossing between the two PL areas.
Initial stream sediment and panned
concentrate sampling carried out by
Galantas geologists in 2013, as part of a
prospectivity analysis project over the
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Underground Drill Rig starting the
First Hole.

Preparing to drill the first surface hole (July 2021).

Tellus Border zone, indicated gold, silver,
and antimony anomalies which clustered
close to a faulted margin between
Slishwood psammites and Carboniferous
lithologies (Coulter & Stinson, 2013).
Closer to the mine site, Induced
Polarisation (IP) surveys are planned over
key targets, the work contracted to BRG
Ltd. will be carried out in September.
The priorities in the mine at restart
were to establish safe systems of mining,
re-establish the mining team, acquire/
rebuild the equipment fleet and services,
and to rehabilitate some of the working
areas which had deteriorated with time.

A mine plan, schedule and budget are
currently being prepared by mining
consultants for the next stage of
development mining and the first phase
of production mining, which will utilise
narrow vein longhole stopes with cement
reinforced fill (CRF). Waste development
drives are 4.5m x 4.5m, ore drives
are 3.0m x 3.8m and recent drill and
blast design changes have improved
development heading profiles. All
development headings in ore and waste
are bolted and shotcreted. Cablebolts
and steel mesh are used as required by
ground conditions.

Logging the Core.

Ore drives along the Kearney vein are
currently 12m apart vertically from floor
to floor and the first phase of production
mining will start within a few months with
a trial stope, which will determine how
the HW, and FW behave when opened for
12m along dip. Ground conditions were
evaluated using RQD, Q’ and RMR/MRMR
values for the orebody, hangingwall (HW)
and footwall (FW). Values reveal poor to
very poor ground conditions and indicate
that opening of only small spans along the
HW and FW can be accommodated.
The mine has recently purchased a single
boom Atlas Copco T1D drill jumbo, a Toro

Long section showing the first four mine levels, wider areas of mineralisation can be connected between levels on north dipping planes (red shading).
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Long Section through Kearney Zone with current development and possible drilling targets.

151 LHD with remote control and a Toro
501 to complement the current fleet. A
new Titan IS21 Shotcrete unit has also
been purchased and a Normet remixer is
being fully refurbished to match with the
shotcrete sprayer. A twin boom jumbo
for waste development and an additional
truck will be purchased soon.
A new electrical system has been installed,
new pumps purchased, and the ventilation
system is being upgraded.
A training programme is being put in
place, to ensure skilled miners have
refresher training and trainee miners are
developed through a formal best practice

programme, including the mines rescue
training, which has been restarted.
A processing plant is operated on site,
producing a high-grade concentrate using
a safe, non-toxic process.
The plant consists of a crushing circuit,
milling circuit followed by a flotation
process, and a filter press where
concentrates are produced. Tailings
are stored on site in a series of tailings
cells, with water discharged through a
series of settling ponds. Improvements
to the plant are being made to increase
the throughput initially to 6,000 tonnes
per month and then to a higher level.

Face ready to be drilled.

Recovery is currently at 90%, with
potential for improvement through the
ongoing changes. High grade concentrate
is shipped under agreement.
The crushing circuit is being re-designed
to create a closed-circuit system, which
will allow for choke feeding of the cone
crusher, producing a finer product. A
new storage bin will hold 15 hours of mill
feed, thereby allowing for crushing on
day shift only, which will also reduce noise
effect as the crushing circuit is outdoors.
The laboratory is currently being refitted
with a sulphur analyser, an ICP unit and a
cupellation furnace.

Mine portal.

Processing Plant and Workshops
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3-dimensional view showing actual and planned development to Kearney zone on
right and Joshua zone on left.
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Ball Mill.

Kearney open pit with mine access at bottom.

Surface facilities include two workshops
where minor repairs and servicing of
mobile plant are carried out, while major
overhauls are performed off site.
There is a requirement to carry out a
restoration programme of the Kearney
open pit, using waste rock and the
inert tailings material. This will lead to a
modification of the current mine access
with a steel reinforced concrete adit which
will be covered as part of the restoration
process and extend from the current adit

to the top of the open pit. An alternative
solution is to open a new adit in the
Joshua pit adjacent to the process plant,
with a development requirement of 450m
from the current Joshua decline. These
options are currently under review.

that maximum extraction is made during
the life of mine, in line with best mining
practice and in compliance with all
regulatory requirements. The future of
Galantas Gold is bright.

A new tailings cell will be required in 2022
and design is currently being scoped.
The Cavanacaw mine is in transition
from development to production and
the orebody will be optimised to ensure
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LKAB’s transformation
and progress in the
Sustainable Underground
Mining Project
by Mike Lowther, Test-Mine Manager and Tina Benson,
General Manager Corporate Communications

LKAB’S TRANSFORMATION
In November 2020 LKAB published
its plan for the largest transformation
in the company’s history. Over the
coming decades LKAB will change
from supplying iron ore pellets to
the steel industry to being a supplier
of carbon dioxide-free sponge iron
using hydrogen technology.
This will have a major positive effect
by reducing carbon dioxide emissions
corresponding to two-thirds of Sweden’s
total carbon dioxide emissions.
It will also lead and inspire the urgently
required transformation of the iron
and steel industry, which is currently
responsible for 7% of all carbon dioxide
emissions globally.

There will be big changes in
three major areas:
• We will develop a new world standard
for mining at great depths
• Carbon dioxide-free sponge iron
will replace iron ore pellets as our
main product
• We will extract critical minerals such as
Rare Earth Elements and phosphorus
from our mine waste
The transformation requires a
massive investment, and this in turn
will create thousands of new jobs.
Norrbotten, the most northern county
in Sweden will become the hub for
the sustainable development of the
iron and steel industry.

Testing of the
40m SLC stopes
has begun in
the southern
part of 436L.

3-D image of the Konsuln test-mine. Note the old ‘cork-screw’ decline (shown in light
blue) and the old mined-out levels (shown in grey). The new figure-of-eight ramp (shown
in light blue) provides access to the new mining levels (shown in orange).
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THE SUSTAINABLE
UNDERGROUND MINING
PROJECT
As part of the huge transformation
described above, a major mining
development project was initiated in
2018. This brings together LKAB, ABB,
Epiroc, Combitech and Sandvik in a unique
collaboration that utilises the combined
engineering and human resources of five of
Sweden’s biggest companies.
The mine of the future will be carbondioxide-free, digitalized and autonomous.
Reaching that goal will demand a new
type of collaboration, a digital ecosystem
in which the partners’ digital systems and
operations are linked.
After 2030 LKAB must be ready to
mine at greater depths in the Kiruna and
Malmberget mines. For this, decisions will
have to be taken in the mid-2020s. The
sustainable mine of the future requires new
control systems, new and improved mining
equipment, as well as complex and efficient
management systems that meet future
demands for a sustainable industry.
Work in year 3 of the project (mid-2020
to mid-2021) has concentrated on moving
the test-mine at Konsuln into production;
ordering Battery Electric Vehicles from
Epiroc and Sandvik; developing the Konsuln
mine offices with a Mine Operations Control
facility and a Virtual Mine Laboratory;
testing connectivity, communications and
positioning systems; testing Epiroc and
Sandvik LHDs automation systems in the
main Kiruna mine; helping to develop mine
planning systems and further building and
strengthening the project team.
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Epiroc MT42 Battery
(Photo Epiroc).

The Konsuln Mine Operations Control (Photo Fredrik Alm).

UPDATE ON PROGRESS IN
KONSULN TEST-MINE

EPIROC BATTERY
ELECTRIC VEHICLES

developing a system called LOMI (LKAB
Open Mine Integrator) that will enable this.

Development of the Konsuln test-mine has
progressed strongly in the last year.

An order has been placed with Epiroc
for the delivery of two MT42 batterypowered trucks with a design payload of
42 tonnes, and for an ST14 battery-powered
LHD with a bucket design for 14 tonnes.

UPDATE OF PROGRESS IN
THE TEST-MINE OFFICES

LKAB’s own development contractor LKAB
Berg och Betong tunnelled at an average
rate of 420m per month.
All three new levels (436L, 486L and 536L)
have been made ready for production, and
testing of the new 40m stopes started in
March at the southern end of 436L.
The current spacing between sub-levels
in Kiruna and Malmberget mines is 30m.
Konsuln 436 Level will test sub-level caving
stopes at 40m spacing, and 486 and 536
Levels will test sub-level caving stopes at
50m spacing. This test if successful has
great cost benefits due to the greater
amount of ore that can be extracted per
metre of access development.
Another exciting new development
has been the start of a new ramp to
surface from 436L. This tunnel will be
approximately 2.5km long, and combined
with associated upgrades in the ventilation
network will provide a new tramming route
to surface for the high tonnages from
the new levels. Additionally it will give an
excellent test-track for battery electric
trucks and automation systems.

The first truck will be delivered this autumn,
and the second truck and the LHD in the
beginning of 2022. These machines will
be put through their paces on a surface
track at Konsuln first, and will then move
underground as part of the production
fleet, enabling the testing both of the
machines’ performance and also the new
footwall infrastructure layout.

AUTOMATED LHDS
In the main Kiruna Mine work is ongoing
to develop automated control of both
Epiroc and Sandvik LHDs. On 1365L a
control room overviews the performance
of two Epiroc ST18 diesel loaders, and five
Sandvik LH621 diesel loaders.
At the moment the two types of machine
are working in separate production areas,
but one of the aims of the project is to
be able to run machines from different
vendors in the same area. This is known
as collaborative autonomy. The project is

The project offices at the entrance to
the Konsuln test-mine have been further
developed. In addition to the Mine
Operations Control and the Virtual Mine
Lab, additional offices, conference facilities
and a new ‘fika’ room for communal dining
and informal meeting have been added,
(all following current Covid 19 guidelines).
Also, a second floor has been built, which
will give facilities for visualising the mine
in 3-D on large screens.
The Mine Operations Control has
been equipped with the latest control
room equipment from ABB, one of
the Alliance partners. The Extended
Operator Workplace is the centre-piece,
and a Collaboration Table has also been
installed. The Collaboration Table is a very
flexible unit that is used for round-table
discussions, displays of multiple layers of
information and 3-D models. It can also
be used for crew-briefings.
Traditional mine control rooms are well
established around the mining world. This
particular Mine Operations Control is a
concept of a distributed way of working

Image from the Simulated Mining Ideas Test Environment model of Konsuln Mine.
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metals required for Europe’s community
building”, says Jan Moström, LKAB’s
President and CEO.
“It is not without a certain pride that
we notice the interest and commitment
to the gigantic plans that LKAB has for
a complete restructuring of our entire
production. A conversion that will be able
to help our customers in the European
steel industry with their conversion and
cut carbon dioxide emissions
corresponding to two thirds of Sweden’s
total emissions. Earlier this year, we
showed that the HYBRIT technology
that we developed together with SSAB
and Vattenfall to make sponge iron with
hydrogen works”, says Jan Moström.
SPOT underground in Kiruna Mine. (Photo LKAB).

as well as a physical space. The mine plan
is visible to everyone in the mine, in the
offices, and in remote locations in real time,
enabling enhanced decision making. The
right information gets to the right people
at the right time. In this way the operation
becomes more productive and efficient.
In the Virtual Mine Laboratory the team
are developing a simulated model of the
Konsuln Mine. This model, known as SMITE
(Simulated Mining Ideas Test Environment)
is a 3-D model of the mine based on the
mined excavations, but with many other
layers of information including the status
of electrical power, ventilation, drilling
water and dirty water pumping, and
communications and positioning networks.
The function of the Virtual Mine
Laboratory is to provide ‘what-if’ simulation
power to the Mine Operations Control,
thereby enhancing decision making and
the ability to follow the mine plan. It
will also provide support during the
management of emergency scenarios.

SPOT
One other exciting development is the
deployment of ’Spot’ in our mines
Boston Dynamics are the manufacturers,
and they describe Spot as ‘an agile
mobile robot that navigates terrain with
unprecedented mobility, allowing you to
automate routine inspection tasks and data
capture safely, accurately, and frequently’.
The robot is similar to a dog, with four
legs and can be used to inspect areas that
are inaccessible for humans, for example
active seismic zones in the mine, or an
irrespirable atmosphere due to fire.
Spot can carry up to 14 kilos on its back,
and one option is to bring a drone to
fly further forward to inspect otherwise
inaccessible areas in the mine. This creates
a better and safer work environment for
our co-workers, with great potential for
mine safety and mine rescue work.

COVID-19
Following strict guidelines from LKAB
momentum in the project has been
maintained, and new ways of work have
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evolved. As restrictions ease and as
travel and physical meetings become
possible once more, an exciting fourth
year in the project beckons!

LATEST NEWS
On Thursday 9 September, LKAB
opened the mine gates in Kiruna for
His Majesty Carl XVI Gustaf, King of
Sweden, who together with the Queen
is hosting a state visit by German
Federal President Frank-Walter Steinmeier
and Ms Elke Büdenbender.
One of the purposes of the state visit is to
stimulate in-depth collaborations in areas
such as climate, energy and digitalisation with a focus on innovative and sustainable
solutions. LKAB, which is leading the
transition of the mining industry towards a
sustainable future, was one of the stops at
the journey through Sweden.
“If we are to be able to meet the climate
threat, a gigantic change in the industry’s
value chains is required. Our industry, the
iron and steel industry, alone accounts for
seven percent of global emissions, while
what we produce is crucial for the entire
society. The theme for the visit has been
about how we, together with others, can
realize this and the critical minerals and

ABOUT LKAB
LKAB’s mines and refining plants are
located in Malmfälten in the north of
Sweden. Production operations are
principally located in Kiruna, Malmberget
and Svappavaara. Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara
AB (publ), which is abbreviated to LKAB,
is an international mining and minerals
group that offers sustainable iron ore,
minerals and special products.
We are committed to developing
carbon-free processes and products by
2045, leading the transformation of
the iron and steel industry.
We are one of Sweden’s oldest industrial
companies and are wholly owned by
the Swedish state. Since 1890 we have
developed through unique innovations
and technological solutions and are driven
forward by more than 4,500 employees in
12 countries. In 2020, the LKAB group had
sales of about SEK 34 billion.
Sustainability is the core of our business,
and our ambition is to be one of the
most innovative, resource efficient and
responsible mining companies in the
sector. We manufacture and supply highly
processed iron ore products to the global
steel market. The majority of our iron ore
products are sold to European steelworks.
Other important markets are the Middle
East, North Africa, Asia and the USA.

www.lkab.com
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Activities of the Irish
Mine Rescue Committee
2020-2021

by Aoife Tallon, Secretary Irish Mine Rescue Committee, Anthony Moran Irish Mine
Rescue Committee, and Mike Lowther Chairman Irish Mine Rescue Committee
Activities and events may have
been cancelled throughout the
pandemic but our Mine Rescue
organisations throughout Ireland
continue to be prepared to respond
in the event of an emergency at one
of our member mines.
The focus for the past year has been
on in-house training programmes to
ensure all Mine Rescue personnel remain
trained and certified. Update from our
3 members, Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
(ISME), Dalradian and Boliden Tara Mines.

ISME
Irish Salt Mining and Exploration have
remained operational during the pandemic.
Monthly Mine Rescue training has been
ongoing in-house in line with the company’s
Covid-19 procedures. Recently, five new
recruits successfully passed through their
initial Mine Rescue training.

DALRADIAN
In March 2020, in reaction to the
pandemic, Dalradian implemented the
government advice on working from
home. Consequently, their Mine Rescue
teams were stood down.
After the introduction of new working
practices, Mine Rescue was reinstated with
updated training regimes and protocols.
Recently, all Dalradian team members
achieved the MPQC (Mineral Products
Qualification Certificate) Level 3 Award
in First Aid at Work.

Irish Salt Mining and Exploration Mine Rescue, pictured at the 2019 All Ireland
Competition in Kilroot.

BOLIDEN TARA
Also remaining operational during the
pandemic, Boliden Tara Mine Rescue
adopted new protocols to continue
monthly training sessions under Covid-19
procedures. This included enhanced
cleaning and sanitising of the Mine Rescue
Station and all equipment. Five new
volunteers commenced their initial basic
training in July 2020. Annual flight refresher
training took place in July 2021 with the No.
3 Operations Wing of the Irish Air Corps.

www.imqs.ie

The IMRC continues to promote
high standards of mine rescue
preparedness in our mines, and looks
forward to a growing number of member
mines in the coming years.

With the easing of Covid-19 restrictions it is
planned that mutual training sessions can

Dalradian preparing for training under oxygen.
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resume in 2022. It may also be possible
to return to the days of competition, both
in Ireland and beyond.

Boliden Tara Mine Rescue awaiting instruction to prepare to
board the AW-139 aircraft.
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Geological Survey
Ireland Minerals
by Eoin McGrath, Geological Survey Ireland
While the pandemic has made
Geological Survey Ireland’s regular
work patterns more challenging, the
minerals programme has continued
to move forward on key projects
within the Survey. Current staff
Tim Workman, Laura Smith, Des
Johnston and Andrew Leslie have
adapted to the changes enforced
upon the programme and have been
able to keep all projects moving
onwards and upwards.
The programme’s core work of providing
an archive and repository for mineral
related data and samples was only slightly
affected by Covid-19 and this aspect
continues to expand. With the recent
fit out of a regional core facility in Birr,
Geological Survey Ireland has been able
to accept core samples for archive from
the Mace Head molybdenum project
along with the ongoing acquisition of
core from Ballinalack, Sligo, Twigspark
and Kingscourt. The preservation of
this material will provide an important
resource for researchers and future
exploration projects and it will be made
available upon request.
The core repository itself has also been
a key component of the ongoing Blue
Book project in conjunction with iCRAG,
the first chapters of which are “in press”
and awaiting a launch date. The launch
of each chapter will also be accompanied
by a workshop on each area when
restrictions lift sufficiently. It is anticipated
that the Blue Book project will provide
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the framework from where further key
questions about Irish stratigraphy and
mineralisation can be identified and
answered over the next decades.
It will provide the building blocks for our
investigation of the subsurface natural
resources, including raw materials,
geothermal energy and groundwater,
via mapping, drilling and geophysical
investigation. The Blue Book will be a key
product in ensuring Ireland’s position as a
sustainable and secure source of the raw
materials needed for the green transition.
As we move towards that shift in energy
production, Geological Survey Ireland will
also be working in conjunction with the
Geoscience Policy Division to identify
the raw material requirements for Ireland’s
climate action plan. This will allow us
to forecast potential bottlenecks in the
technologies required and to ensure
that Ireland plays its part in the
responsible sourcing of these materials
on a European and global scale.
In addition to the metal requirements
for our Climate Action Plan, the secure
supply of suitable aggregate and building
materials for project 2040 will also
be a key issue over the next decades.
Geological Survey Ireland will be providing
geological and technical expertise to the
National Building Control Office (NBCO)
in support of their market surveillance
role within the quarrying and aggregates
sector. The issue arising from pyrite and
mica have highlighted the need for a
better understanding of the geological
sources of our building materials and this
is an area that the minerals programme

will be focusing on going forward.
The project will include a redevelopment
of the Survey’s Quarry Database along
with a geological risk assessment
methodology for identifying areas at
a higher risk of deleterious materials.
In addition to the Survey’s own work,
a collaborative research call with
the Department of Housing, Local
Government and Heritage will provide
much needed data and increase
the present knowledge base in
support of ensuring the supply of
high quality materials.
The work of the minerals programme
over the past few years has gradually
expanded as society begins to recognise
the importance of raw materials for the
green transition. Along with the specific
projects mentioned above, we continue
to work with international collaborators
on minerals projects across the continent
along with the Just Transition of the Irish
Midlands, the monitoring and remediation
of historic mine sites, dimension stone
studies and numerous domestic and
international research projects ranging
from specific deposit scale mineral studies
to large scale mineral prospectivity maps.
The technical work done within the Survey
will also feed into policy development
and will inform how Ireland’s raw
materials sector can respond to the
coming challenges. ON a more immediate
timescale, it is hoped that restrictions on
face to face meetings will gradually lift
and we look forward to meeting IMQS
members in the field once more.

Geological Survey Ireland is the knowledge centre of Irish geoscience, providing geoscien��c
advice and informa�on, databases, maps and reports. Our programmes supply free, impar�al,
high-quality na�onal, regional and local data on all aspects of geoscience, from landslides, minerals,
groundwater, and soils, to geoheritage, planning, and educa�on, to all sectors and the public.
Some relevant services

Minerals: Suppor�ng the sustainable development of our natural resources.
Core Store Scanner: Hyperspectral analysis and mineral mapping of Irish drill core.
Tellus: A world class na�onal airborne geophysical & geochemical mapping programme.
Online Mapping: Full suite of maps and data available free on our website www.gsi.ie

Geological Survey Ireland,
Beggars Bush, Haddington Rd,
Dublin D04 K7X4, Ireland.
01 6782000
www.gsi.ie
@GeolSurvIE
Facebook “f ” Logo

geological-survey-ireland

GeolSurvIE

duty.geologist@gsi.ie
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Historic Mines:

Bunmahon
Shaft Collapse

by Eoin McGrath, Geological Survey Ireland
and Laurena Leacy, Geoscience Policy Division
There are many historic mine sites
around Ireland. The responsibility
of each site lies with either the
private mineral owner / landowner
or the State where the minerals
are State-owned.
Under the Minerals Development
Acts 1940-1999, the Minister for
the Environment, Climate and
Communications may carry out works
to make safe openings into underground
workings, such as shaft and adits,
where State-owned minerals
have been extracted.
The Minister may also prepare a plan
for the long-term rehabilitation of a
former mine site, regardless of whether
the minerals extracted were State owned
or privately owned under the Part 9 of
the Energy Miscellaneous Act 2006.
Examples of the rehabilitation of old
mines sites are Avoca, Co. Wicklow
and Silvermines, Co. Tipperary.
Following an internal Departmental
reorganisation, the responsibility for
managing works at old mine sites moved
from the Exploration and Mining Division
to the Geoscience Policy Division in the
Department of the Environment, Climate
and Communications. Since 2013, the

Collapsed shaft in Bunmahon showing the extent of damage to the overlying
concrete slab and adjacent wall.

Office of Public Works has undertaken
minor works at old mines sites on behalf
of the Department.

COPPER COAST COLLAPSE
In February of 2021, the Geoscience Policy
Division received notification of a potential
shaft collapse in the vicinity of the historic

mines that form the centrepiece of the
Copper Coast UNESCO Global Geopark.
In conjunction with Geological Survey
Ireland, a site visit and inspection was
organised to assess the collapse and the
potential risk to the general public.
The shaft collapse occurred in a farmyard
in the Knockmahon area of the Copper
Coast. Situated within 100m of a previous
collapsed feature, the area is known
to have multiple underground features
associated with the historic mines.
Comparison with the mine plans and
sections identified this shaft as “Carew’s
Shaft” which accessed the Stages Lode.
This orebody originally outcropped at
Stages Cove from where the ore for the
entire area was loaded onto ships, hence
the name of the lode. It continues inland
for several kilometres and is accessed
by over 30 shafts along its length, many
of which have been infilled since the
cessation of mining.

The shaft was identified as Carew’s shaft accessing the Stages Lode mineralisation.
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The surface feature was characterised by
the original shaft, with a broad collapse
feature immediately above it. The area
had been covered in concrete for use as a
livestock pen and this concrete slab had
fallen into the shaft and was additionally
badly undercut by the broader collapse

ANNUAL REVIEW 2021

feature. A disruption to the farm’s
electricity supply indicated that the initial
collapse occurred several days in advance
of the concrete slab collapsing when it
severed an underground cable.
The underground cable had been replaced
by ESB networks with an overhead
connection so the collapse had not
been immediately discovered. The shaft
was assessed to be approximately 35m
deep and largely flooded. The initial risk
assessment identified the shaft’s location
as a large positive factor. It was bounded
by gates which formed part of the farm
infrastructure but effectively acted as
safety barriers to prevent inadvertent
access and to reduce the risk of people or
livestock falling into the shaft.
It was also removed from the public road
within a farmyard which was itself secured
with gated access. Given these existing
features the immediate risk to the public
was assessed as relatively low.
Upon inspection of the collapse,
Geological Survey Ireland and the
Geoscience Policy Division initiated an
immediate remediation plan, building on
previous work carried out in the vicinity
by Waterford City and County Council.
A contractor was procured and work
commenced immediately to infill the shaft,
reinstate the concrete slab and repair the
structural damage to an adjacent wall.
The initial shaft remediation was
completed by the end of February, with
the entire project finished approximately
one week later.

FUTURE WORK
The exact cause of the collapse is
unknown, however recent more extreme
rainfall and climate driven events may
have caused increased instability in
subsoil and in material that forms caps
over disused shafts. To identify whether
noticeable subsidence has taken place
over other shafts in the vicinity, Geological
Survey Ireland’s CHERISH project initiated

a joint project across GSI, EPA and
EMD published in 2009 and available
on the EPA website. It assessed the
environmental risk arising from Ireland’s
historic mines, focusing on potential
contamination of soils and water in the
vicinity of these sites.

Beneath the overlying till and
associated collapse structure, the shaft
was still visible and relatively stable
through the bedrock.

a high resolution drone survey of the area.
Mapping surfaces to cm scale resolution,
this dataset will be compared with
a previous survey conducted in this
area and any ground disturbances will
be identified. This will also allow the
identification of known shafts which may
exhibit signs of potential surface
collapse or which may pose an increased
risk to the public.
Additionally, a geophysical survey of the
immediate vicinity of the shaft collapse
is planned. This will replicate a 2018
survey over the adjacent road which
identified areas of made ground and
minor subsidence. The new survey will
allow for a longitudinal dataset to be
generated and temporal variations in the
ground conditions to be identified and
assessed. The survey will be carried out in
conjunction with the Tellus project.
The work completed and underway
at Bunmahon will provide a pilot site
investigation for volume II of the Historic
Mines Study, scheduled to commence
in 2021. Volume I of this project was

The data and samples arising from
that project have also been used for
several follow-up projects within the
circular economy space, re-evaluating
the economic potential of mining waste.
Volume II of this study will assess the
physical risks arising from historic mining
infrastructure, including shafts, adits, spoil
heaps and buildings. This project will also
provide valuable data and knowledge
to feed into policy decisions around
historic mines and will run in collaboration
between Geological Survey Ireland and
the Geoscience Policy Division.
On 30 July 2021, the Department
published a draft Policy Statement on
Mineral Exploration and Mining, along
with an SEA Environmental Report and
AA Natura Impact Statement. One action
identified under the Key Priority - Building
Public Understanding and Trust of the
draft Policy Statement is:
“DECC will develop and implement a
clear road map on the approach to
historic legacy mines in terms of the
role of various stakeholders, State
and private, particularly with regard
to their responsibilities.”
Work on this roadmap will begin later
this year and progress in 2022. The
roadmap will incorporate submissions
received as part of the public consultation
on the draft Policy Statement and input
from key stakeholders.

Link to HMS-IRC Vol I
https://www.epa.ie/publications/
monitoring--assessment/assessment/
historic-mine-sites---inventory-and-riskclassification-volume-1.php

Final phase of remediation. Concrete slab poured over backfilled shaft with rebuilt boundary wall.
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Geoscience Ireland:

Update on Activities
by Andrew Gaynor, former Business Development Manager, Geoscience Ireland
Geoscience Ireland (GI) is the
geoscience business cluster which
assists Irish companies in winning
business overseas. GI is sponsored
by Geological Survey Ireland
(a division of the Department
of Environment, Climate and
Communications (DECC)) and is
supported in accessing international
markets by Enterprise Ireland and
the Department of Foreign Affairs.
The member companies of GI target
mineral, water environmental and
infrastructure projects in markets
including the UK, France, the Nordics,
the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa and
Canada. GI comprises 42 members and
welcomed Ground Investigation Ireland
as its newest member in 2021.

GROWTH DURING
TURBULENT TIMES
In 2020, GI members reported a turnover
of €1.237BN, 33% of which was generated
in overseas markets. There was a job
creation figure of +70 of net new jobs;
this is an increase on last year’s figures
which aligns with the markets response
to Covid19 policies. It is clear that GI
members still face issues in travelling to
projects in overseas markets.

OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES
The lockdown measures over the past
year has witnessed several events move
online, at many of which GI and Team
Ireland participated. The Prospectors
& Developers Association of Canada
(PDAC) hosted its virtual conference in
March and GI collaborated with iCRAG in
delivering the ‘Industry and Innovation’
booth. GI led the ‘Ireland – Open for
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Business’ forum which was attended by
over 220 delegates; the 30 minute forum
was opened by the Embassy of Ireland,
Canada, and updates were provided
by GI, GSI, DECC, iCRAG and GI
member companies.
GI had successful engagement with the
Canadian market throughout 2021. Sean
Finlay, Director GI, delivered a panel
discussion at the much-anticipated
Canada-EU Cleantech Workshop on CETA
opportunities. GI collaborated with iCRAG
at the annual AME Roundup conference
delivered virtually from Vancouver; the
Consulate General of Ireland, Vancouver
hosted an online webinar during Roundup
which facilitated some updates from the
region. Via GI’s coordination of the ECfunded Geo Energy Europe (GEE) project,
a webinar was hosted between the GEE
project partners and associations in the
Canadian geothermal market; an MoU
is expected to be signed between the
regions in the near future.
Further virtual mining shows at which
GI sustained its presence included The
Mining Show, Dubai, and Mining INDABA,
Cape Town; several GI and IMQS members
including Mincon, CDE Global, PW Mining,
SLR, ERM and Golder also participated
at these shows. GI collaborated with
DFA and EI in delivering a webinar to
Irish companies focussed on Brazil
Brazil; this
included delegates from Ministry of
Geology, Mining & Mineral Transformation;
the National Mining Agency and the
Brazilian Geological Survey.
GI remains a key stakeholder in the
Geo Drilling Apprenticeship as delivered
by IT Carlow and looks forward to working
closely with its recently appointed
Industry Liaison Officer, Shane Lavery;
Shane succeeded Stephen Walsh in the

position of ILO and we thank Stephen
for his endeavours since the inception
of the course.

Some milestone updates from members
over the past 12 months include:
• Gavin & Doherty Geosolutions (GDG)
has been appointed to assist a major
client in China carry out various
research projects.
• Lisheen Technical & Mining Services
has been accredited by the Minerals
Products Qualification Council
(MPQC) to deliver training courses
for underground mining. LTMS is also
providing key services to the Galantas
gold project in Northern Ireland.
• Mincon is collaborating with Subsea
Micropiles Ltd to develop new
technology to potentially benefit
the offshore wind industry; further
consortium members of this
Government-funded project includes
the University of Limerick and
University College Dublin.
• GDG is supporting fellow GI member
ERM in its development of ERM
Dolphyn, which comprises in situ
production of hydrogen, powered
by a floating turbine.

OUTLOOK & FUTURE
AMBITIONS
In July 2021, DECC decided that
GI should be located outside of GSI.
Sean Finlay has been appointed to
manage this transition to make GI a standalone business cluster, thus ensuring
the continuation of GI as an industry led
entity which expects to attract continued
support from Enterprise Ireland. Links to
GSI will be maintained via GI’s Steering
Committee and other supports.
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Recent Activites
of the IAEG
by Ally Barrow, Secretary – Irish Association for Economic Geology
The IAEG are delighted as always
to contribute to the IMQS Annual
Review. The IAEG and IMQS
have a long-standing history of
collaboration and we look forward
to continuing to work with each
other in the future.

metasomatism as an exploration tool.

2020

In November, Rob Bowell of
SRK consulting presented a talk
titled “How Sustainable is Mining?
Rob touched upon topics such as
sustainable development, environmental
and water stewardship and institutional
mining to name but a few.

2020 resulted in the IAEG having to
change how our events could take place
and what we were able to offer our
membership. Our annual lecture series
took place online for the first time, with
several excellent speakers contributing
and was very well attended throughout
the year. We also successfully hosted
our 2020 AGM online.
Online events have proven to be
more accessible to our membership,
allowing more members to attend our
lectures without needing to travel, and
are particularly beneficial to overseas
members and those not proximal to
Meath and Dublin, where our lectures are
usually held. This move also facilitated
more international speakers being able to
present. Given these benefits, the IAEG
intends to incorporate this online element
going forward when we return to inperson talks, where possible.

Eoin McGrath, Head of Minerals at the GSI,
gave our second lecture in July, entitled
‘The Black Angel Zinc Project, Greenland’.
Eoin provided an in depth overview of
exploration in a remote setting offering
insight to the difficulties of weather and
access not usually encountered in Ireland.

Simon Jowitt of the University of
Nevada closed off the year with the final
instalment of the 2020 lecture series
before our AGM, titled ‘COVID-19 And
the Minerals Industry; Impacts to Date
and Future Scenarios”.
Simon’s talk provided an overview of
the effects of COVID-19 mitigation on
the minerals sector, including variations
in metal and commodity prices and
stocks during the crisis, the impact of the
pandemic on metal supply and demand,
and the outlining of possible future
scenarios for COVID-19 related impacts.

IAEG COURSES AND SEMINARS

Our decennial conference, entitled
“Minerals 2020 Europe’s Past, Present
and Future” was intended to take place
in 2020 before being initially postponed
until 2021. Unfortunately, with restrictions
still being in place, the conference is
now set to take place on our 50th
Anniversary in 2023.

Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the
IAEG was fortunate enough to host one
physical event in 2020. On February 27th
the biennial Logging Course took place,
hosted by the GSI in their core store in
Sandyford, Co. Dublin, with presentation
from Dave Stewart, John Colthurst
and Pat O’Sullivan.

2020 LECTURE SERIES

The course aims to provide attendees
with an introduction to core logging
techniques and the hands-on experience
of logging, guided by industry
professionals. Attendees are also provided
with a workshop on industry best practice
quality control procedures.

The IAEG hosted 4 talks during our
2020 Virtual Lecture Series. The series
kicked off in July with Holly Elliot of
the University of Derby, speaking on
‘Magmas and Metasomatism: A Tale
of Carbonatites, Fenite and Rare earth
Elements’. This was our first ever online
talk and was a great success.
REEs are fast becoming important in the
green tech industry and Holly provided
an excellent overview of the challenges
and importance of finding new carbonatehosted REE-rich deposits, using

In August, the IAEG hosted a day time
webinar, ‘Reporting Standards in Ireland:
An Introductory Comparison and
General Prerequisites’. This long-requested
content was presented by Mark Burnett
of AMC Consultants.
Mark’s workshop was a great overview of

the good, the bad and ugly of resource
reporting; emphasizing the role that
reporting standards play; the critical
need for adequate QA/QC procedures;
the constant development of geologists
and their competence; and ultimately
the immeasurable value of understanding
the geology as best as possible to
maximize returns in the long term.

2021
Thus far 2021 has seen the continuation of
our successful lecture series with speakers
having presented to ever-increasing
numbers online. Christoph Stranzl of RSI
Magnesita presented his talk “Magnesite
Types and Mines in Austria” in May.
Later in May, John Clifford presented
a talk and subsequent discussion for
our members entitled “Supporting
Responsible Exploration - A Role for
the IAEG”. The talk sought to present
a suggestion for action by the IAEG in
supporting and upholding ‘sustainable
exploration standards’ and resulted
in the decision to form a Responsible
Exploration working group.

UPCOMING EVENTS
In lieu of being able to host an Annual
Conference in 2021, The IAEG are
delighted to be collaborating with the
Ore Deposits Hub, the online platform
dedicated to providing free, weekly
geology talks aimed at both academic and
industry geologists worldwide.
Together, the IAEG and the ODH are
hosting a 2 day online event, titled,
“Ireland: Mineral Potential of the Emerald
Isle”. Spanning 2 days, this online event
will comprise 4 thematic sessions
exploring the mineral history, frontiers and
future of Ireland. The IAEG are delighted
to be able to showcase the riches of Irish
economic geology to a global audience
via the Ore Deposits Hub platform.
A summary of all IAEG events and
articles from industry, academia and
government are provided in the 2020
IAEG Annual Review which is published
on our website. For this, as well as access
to our publications and information on
upcoming events ease visit www.iaeg.ie.
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Geological Survey Ireland
Programme Updates
Tellus Programme 2021
by Dr. Jim Hodgson, Senior Geologist & Tellus Programme
Manager at Geological Survey Ireland
The Tellus Programme, Geological
Survey, Ireland’s ground and
airborne geoscience data acquisition
programme celebrates is tenth
anniversary this year.
Since the initial survey of the border
region in 2011-2012 we have continued to
collect airborne geophysical and ground
geochemical data and despite the ongoing difficulties of operating in a global
pandemic this has continued in 2021.
In fact, by the end of 2021, we should be
close to 80% of the country covered by the
airborne survey and soil samples collected
from nearly 70%.

whether plants can be used to reduce
contamination in some areas.

will help in understanding both the
chemistry and fertility of the soil.

Samplers also had the opportunity to
meet with President Michael D. Higgins
when they had to collect samples from
the grounds of Áras an Uachtaráin.
Regional sampling has continued in the
southeast of Ireland with sample teams
continuing to collect more soil.

The Tellus team along side colleagues from
the minerals programme have also been
actively working on a mineral prospectivity
mapping project in the northwest of Ireland.

Despite the difficulties of the crew travelling
to Ireland and undergoing mandatory
quarantine, the airborne survey completed
the A8 block over counties Kilkenny, Laois
and Tipperary. It is planned to publish the
data later this year.

2021 saw the collection of soil samples
across the Greater Dublin Area in a new
urban sampling survey. Along with soil
samples collected to help investigate the
chemical signature across Dublin samplers
also collected samples of vegetation.

Ceasium 137 data also collected as part
of the airborne survey has been extracted
and merged together to show Caesium
variations within the soil across the
country. These new data will be available
to download from the Tellus website from
September 2021.

Research work by Trinity College Dublin’s
Botany Department, plans to investigate
the relationship between the chemistry
of the soil and the vegetation and

The Terra Soil project in conjunction with
Teagasc has also continued with the
delivery of new analytical data from the
Johnstown laboratories. This information

Figure 1: Tellus soil samplers meeting President Higgins at
Áras an Uachtaráin. Photo credit: J. Hodgson
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Geophysical data has been interpreted and
nearly 125,000 geochemical measurements
collected by exploration companies over
the years have been digitised, this will
help with developing a model for mineral
prospectivity in the region.
Research is also been carried out inverting
the electromagnetic data, allowing
resistivity cross-sections to be produced
helping to map the thickness of gravel
aquifers and depth to bedrock.
None of the Tellus Programme would
be possible without the dedication of
Tellus team making sure the surveys
continue even in the difficult circumstance
caused by covid-19.
Further information regarding the
Tellus survey can be found at the project
website www.tellus.ie

Figure 2: A birds eye view from the survey aircraft over Block
A8. Photo credit: Sander Geophysics Ltd.
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Transport Infrastructure
Ireland (TII); Ambitious Plans
TII update by IMQS Annual Review Committee, with data from www.tii.ie
TII’s stated purpose is to provide
sustainable transport infrastructure
and services, delivering a better
quality of life, supporting economic
growth and respecting the
environment. TII in a recent update
of Public Transport and Roads
Projects in April 2021 outlines its
ambitious plans linked to Project
2040 and its current projects in
construction.
In the Public Transport sector, TII reports
a number of LUAS projects nearing
completion i.e. upgrades at the Red Cow
and Carrickmines hubs and increasing
frequency on the Green Line.
Future projects at varying stages of
planning and design are

• Metrolink; Dublin Airport to Charlemont
(Ranelagh), 19kms with 16 stations;
planning application expected in 2021.
• Cork LRT; 17kms with 25 stops; planning
application in 2024.
• LUAS extension to Finglas
Further LUAS extensions are planned to
Lucan, Poolbeg and Bray.
Roads Projects in construction and
nearing completion are
• N4 Castlebaldwin; 15km
• N5 Westport; 20Kms
• Dunkettle Interchange
• N22 Macroom ; 22kms
Roads Projects nearing construction are
• N5 Ballaghaderreen 33km
• M28 Cork to Ringaskiddy
• Listowel and Moycullen Bypasses
Projects at the Planning and Development
phase include the Slane Bypass, several
sections of the N2, the Galway Bypass
and the Adare Bypass. The much

needed N20 Cork to Limerick M20
route is described as being at an early
planning phase.
IMQS recognises the need for a
sustainable supply of high-quality
aggregates and construction materials
to support these ambitious infrastructure
projects and in keeping with a longstanding policy, urges TII and Local
Authorities to procure these products
from properly authorised sources which
are planning compliant.

www.tii.ie

www.imqs.ie
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PAT O’CONNOR
Importer-Distributor of all types of
● Conveyor Belting ● Fasteners ● Rollers ● Rubber Cladding

Castlewarden, Straffan, Co. Kildare,
Republic of Ireland W23 W921

Mobile:
Email:

087 254 4623

patoconnorqps@gmail.com
patoconnorqps@eircom.net

The House of Conveyor
Belt Specialists!!

49 YEARS
IN RUBBER
TECHNOLOGY

PAT O’CONNOR

Importer-Distributor of all types of
● Conveyor Belting ● Fasteners ● Rollers
●

Brexit Belting

Rubber Flooring

Castlewarden, Straffan, Co. Kildare, W23 W921

PRICE WAR

now in full action!!

New price structure in place

MARK our words:
We are always
ahead of the posse

Located near exit 5 of N7
Dublin - Naas Motorway
Mobile:

087 254 4623
Email:

patoconnorqps@eircom.net
Conveyor Belts:
New Belting:

Heavy Duty (little used)
600 / 650 / 800 / 900, 3 and 4 ply
FULL
500/3
5+1.5
RANGE
630/4
6+2

Manufactured to ISO 14890 & DIN 22102 standards

OPEN ALL HOURS INCLUDING
LUNCH HOUR 1—2
to assist couriers to keep to schedule.

If not at base when you call we offer a free delivery.

Watch this space for a

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
Deferred. The board are meeting.

Late evening - Night orders, Early morning direct deliveries our speciality
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EFEE (European Federation
of Explosives Engineers)
by Alan Dolan Mining Engineer Boliden Tara Mines, Vice President
and Honorary Secretary (IMQS)
EFEE was founded in 1988 and
has 24 National Associations. Its
purpose is to provide a European
forum for professionals working in
the field of commercial explosives.
The IMQS represents Ireland as a
National Association at EFEE council
meetings. The EFEE have many
committees representing the interests
of explosives users and manufacturers
in Europe (www.efee.eu).

The association holds a bi-annual world
conference. Due to the impact of Covid,
the conference for 2021 was been
deferred until May 2022.
The 11th EFEE World Conference on Explosives
and Blasting will be held in Maastricht, The
Netherlands between Sunday 15th and
Tuesday 17th May 2022. (www.efee2022.com).
The IMQS, in conjunction with Tyler Events
Ltd, will host the 12th EFEE World Conference
on Explosives and Blasting in Dublin in 2023.

One of EFEE’s primary projects has been PECCS (Pan-European Competency Certificate for Shot
Firers / Blast Designers). In Europe, there is no minimum training standard to be a shotfirer/blast
designer. Each country has its own training requirement and standards which makes working in
more than one European country difficult and quite often prohibitive. To remedy this, EFEE has
created PECCS. This project facilitates the transfer of shotfiring and blast design skills within
European member states.
The PECCS course was launched in August 2019. EFEE are looking for training authorities in each EU country
to administer the training. For more information on this innovative project visit www.shotfirer.eu.

EFEE PHOTO WINNING PRESENTATION. From left; Doru Anghelache (EFEE Vice President), Alan Dolan (EFEE Council Member), John
Francis (IMQS President), Nicola Nixon (IMQS Vice President), Jari Honkanen (EFEE President), Brendan Morris (IMQS Past President).
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Ashbourne Truck Centre, Ballymadun, Ashbourne, Co. Meath, Ireland
Tel: 00353 18350573 Josef: 0035387 255 66 77 Sarah J: 0035386 255 66 77
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iCRAG

2020/2021 update
by Dr Fergus McAuliffe, Communications Manager, iCRAG.
Despite the many challenges
brought by the COVID-19 pandemic,
2020 was a very active year for
iCRAG, the SFI Research Centre
for Applied Geosciences, as the
Centre responded to lockdown and
changing work practices. As a 150
strong team of researchers across
8 Irish research institutions and
hosted by University College Dublin,
2020 saw the completion of much
of the work of phase 1 of iCRAG
(2015-2020).
As the Centre moves into Phase 2
(2021-2026), hydrocarbon related
methodologies and technologies
successfully developed in phase one are
being applied to new questions of national
importance in the energy transition such
as the technical viability of carbon capture
and storage. iCRAG is investigating the
potential for geothermal energy in Ireland
with private sector partners and the
Centre is expanding its research on the
geo-infrastructure for offshore wind, the
results of which will be key in the coming
months as government policy on this
energy source is finalised.
Due to the necessity for decarbonisation
not only in Ireland but across the globe,
the Centre increased its focus on both
mineral resources and construction
materials with a significant expansion of
research on cobalt, a critical metal for
batteries. A potentially significant new
geochemical vector to direct mineral
exploration towards Copper-Cobalt
(Cu-Co) deposits was developed through
our multi-company funded AMIRA P1206
project with the University of Tasmania,
which we hope will be extended into
a new multi-year research project. In
Ireland, research continued to refine a 3D
model of the Irish Carboniferous in the
Midlands utilising 2D seismic data as well
as pursuing development of geochemical
vectors to mineralised systems. Raw
materials research in the Limerick Basin
aided industry partner Group Eleven in
its discovery of high-grade Zinc-Lead
(Zn-Pb) at the Carrickittle prospect
announced in 2020.
In July 2020, researchers at iCRAG
unveiled results on the immediate effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the minerals
sector workforce. Published in the
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iCRAG COVID-19 Survey responses concerning impact of the pandemic. A. Whether the
pandemic has affected the respondent. B. The effects of the pandemic on individual respondents.
C. Level of concern about employment in the future due to the pandemic by respondents.
SEG Discovery, 122, (2020)

Society of Economic Geology’s Discovery,
the results revealed that the COVID19
pandemic had a significant impact on
people in the minerals sector by the end
of April 2020, less than six months after
the first cases occurred and within seven
weeks of the declaration of a pandemic.
Geographically, the greatest impact on
employment was in Africa; more often
younger respondents reported lost jobs
whereas older workers reported reduced
working hours. Those working in mineral
exploration were most affected, but
the impact was broadly similar for all
participants across the base, industrial,
and precious metals sectors; government
employees were least affected but were
not immune (10% on reduced hours).
Taking advantage of the new wide
usage of digital platforms resulting
from the COVID crisis, researchers
in iCRAG presented the Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion in Geosciences
(EDIG) Conference Dec. 14-16, 2020,
which reached over 700 participants
from around the world and included
a workshop on unconscious bias that
allowed generation of continuing
professional development credits.
Attendees from across the globe heard
from 17 speakers on a wide variety of
issues including diversity, unconscious
bias, ableism, historical inclusivity within
STEM, and how to challenge inappropriate
workplace behaviours. Central to
informing the design of the event was a
global survey of EDI within geoscience.
Key findings include: 58% of respondents
stated that there are issues with prejudice,
inequity, exclusion, and discrimination in
their workplace. A further 73% highlighted
the presence of unconscious bias issues
in their workplace.

iCRAG was a key organizer and presenter
at the Society of Economic Geologists’
Mwale Symposium which took place
between August 17 and September 14,
2020. The symposium featured 43 talks
by world experts on sedimentary rockhosted stratiform copper deposits with a
focus on deposits in the Central African
Copperbelt. The pre-recorded talks were
presented in four virtual sessions each
followed by two hours of live question
and answer webinars. Several of the
presentations are currently available on
YouTube and all are available from the
Society of Economic Geologists.
Despite the pandemic, iCRAG continued
to exhibit virtually at international
conferences including the Prospectors
and Developers Association of Canada
(PDAC) trade show in Toronto and
the AME RoundUp in Vancouver. At
this year’s RoundUp, iCRAG alongside
industry partner Geoscience Ireland
and the Consulate General of Ireland in
Vancouver co-hosted a virtual business
breakfast centred on innovation and
sustainability within the mining and
exploration sector, with many international
delegates in attendance. iCRAG also
hosted a dedicated panel discussion on
the critical need for primary metals and
their availability in Europe, highlighting the
potential for mineral exploration in Europe.
Although 2020 brought many new
challenges to working conditions,
research and the operation of society,
iCRAG is meeting these challenges and
is looking forward to building further
partnerships with IMQS during our
2021-2026 research programme.

PRECISION ENGINEERED - HEAVY DUTY - LONG LIFE - PERFORMANCE
*ALL ROLLERS MANUFACTURED USING CAST IRON END COVERS*
*UNIQUE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION*

MANUFACTURERS OF:

· HEAVY DUTY CONVEYOR ROLLERS
· FIXED ANGLE TROUGHING SETS
· DISC RETURN ROLLERS
· RUBBER COVERED ROLLERS

· VARIABLE ANGLE TROUGHING SETS
· STEERING SETS
· STEEL RETURN ROLLERS
· GARLAND SETS

BROAD RANGE OF STANDARD PRODUCTS EX STOCK
ALSO MANUFACTURED TO CUSTOMERS SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

RELIABLE - ROBUST - REAL VALUE FOR MONEY

WWW.ABBEYROLLERS.IE
TEL: 021-4962745 EMAIL:SALES@ABBEYROLLERS.IE
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Geo Drilling
Apprenticeship
by EurGeol Shane Lavery PGeo, Industry Liaison Officer
The Geo Drilling Apprenticeship
programme continues, with the
second cohort of apprentices
currently taking part in the
work-based learning portion of the
course. There are eight apprentices
taking part in the second intake,
joining 13 remaining apprentices
from year one. All members
of the second cohort are due
to return to the classroom in
September for 2nd year.
The next intake of apprentices will
begin in January 2022, and there is
already strong interest in the course
from potential recruits and employers.
A programmatic review of the course
content by IT Carlow has recently
been successfully completed, with
positive feedback on the course from
external examiners.
Following several years of discussion
about the need for such a course, the
Geo Drilling Apprenticeship was officially
validated and launched in 2019, with
the first intake of apprentices taking
their places in September of the same
year. The objective of the Geo Drilling
Apprenticeship is to provide drillers with
a dedicated Higher Certificate in Science
qualification (National Framework of
Qualifications Level Six).
The Geo Drilling Apprenticeship is
a two-year programme combining
work experience with academic study.
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Apprentices will be paid while in training
and the course is open to existing
drillers as well as school leavers with
the aim of becoming new entrants
into the profession.

COURSE CONTENT
The apprenticeship covers the drilling
sectors below.
• mining;
• mineral exploration;
• quarrying;
• groundwater development and
monitoring;
• geothermal energy development;
• ground Investigation for housing and
infrastructure projects;
• directional drilling for utilities.
The apprenticeship is delivered by the
Institute of Technology Carlow (ITC) and
the lead industry partner is Geoscience
Ireland. The need for this qualification
was identified by the drilling industry in
partnership with Geological Survey Ireland
(GSI), IT Carlow and the Irish Mining and
Quarrying Society (IMQS).
Apprentices receive practical training
in the use of drilling equipment and
operating procedures as well as
classroom training in:
• drilling equipment & operations;
• sample retrieval and processing;
• environmental management &
stakeholder engagement;
• geology;

• geo-informatics;
• health & safety;
• communications.
Trainees work ‘on the job’ with employers
for 41 weeks per year and attend classes
four days a week for 11 weeks per year
‘off the job’. Last year, due to COVID-19,
a move to online learning for a portion of
the ‘off the job’ training was implemented,
however this year apprentices are due
to attend in person at IT Carlow for
classroom-based learning.

FORMAL RECOGNITION
The Geo Drilling Steering Committee
has engaged with professional bodies,
industry and procurement agencies with
a view to ensuring that drilling projects
will be carried out by appropriately
qualified personnel only. Strong support
has been received from these agencies
for this approach, initially by way
of encouragement to have fully
qualified drillers put forward on tenders
and applications.
The Steering Committee comprises
representatives from Drilling Companies,
GSI, Irish Water, the National Federation
of Group Water Schemes, IT Carlow, Trade
Unions (SIPTU), IT Carlow and the IMQS.

IMQS AWARD
This year, for the first time, an award of
two IMQS medals will be presented to
the best new apprentice driller and
the best experienced driller on the
apprenticeship scheme.
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OTR tyres from BKT, one of the leading
tyre manufacturers across the globe
Agrigear Tyre and Wheel Specialists,
located in Bailieborough, Co Cavan
was established in 1980 by Fred
Clarke. With over 40 years’ experience
in the tyre industry and employing a
staff of over 70, Agrigear is one of the
largest tyre wholesalers in Ireland. The
company’s flagship product is the BKT
range of tyres manufactured in India.
With four state-of-the-art production facilities
and its own in-house mould fabrication plant,
BKT is recognised as having one of the
broadest product ranges in the world.
With over 2,500 different types and sizes
of tyres in the earthmoving, industrial,
construction, ATV and agricultural categories,
BKT tyres are available in sizes ranging from
5” to 54” rim diameter.

BKT boasts a comprehensive range of OffThe-Road (OTR) tyres to suit a wide variety of
applications including underground mining
equipment, grader, excavator & dozer
machinery as well as rigid & articulated dump

network of authorised agents, with deliveries
handled by Agrigear’s own fleet of vehicles
and by courier service.
trucks. Furthermore, the industrial range offers
tyres for loaders, telehandlers and skidsteers
as well as for other construction machinery.
The “Earthmax” tyre range is BKT’s series of
radial all-steel earthmoving tyres proficient
at operating in the harshest operating
conditions. The ‘max’ in Earthmax represents
maximum performance and maximum load
capacity. Available in a range of sizes, the
most popular being 17.5R25, 20.5R25,
23.5R25, 26.5R25, 29.5R25, 29.5R29,
18.00R33 and 24.00R35, these Earthmax
tyres are ideal for articulated dumpers, dump
trucks, dozers and wheel loaders working in
quarries, mines and sites.
Agrigear is the sole importer and distributor
of BKT tyres for Ireland, north and south. BKT
tyres are available countrywide through a

The BKT tyre range in Ireland is about high
quality at a competitive price. This, coupled
with Agrigear’s after-sales service which
is further supported by BKT’s European
technical and design teams based in Italy,
ensures that customers in Ireland get an
excellent product.
Alongside its tyre business, Agrigear
also offers a unique wheel rim design,
manufacturing and modification service
where ideal wheel configurations are offered
to suit a customer’s own requirements. In
addition, a wheel rim reconditioning service is
also available where a customer can have a
set of wheels cleaned and re-painted to look
as good as new.
For more information or to find your nearest
BKT stockist, call Agrigear on 042-9666444.
Visit www.agrigear.ie to view the full range of
tyres and wheel rims available at Agrigear.

TYRES &
WHEELS
options for quarry,
mine & site work

CUSTOMISED
WHEEL RIM
MANUFACTURING
& MODIFICATION

WHEEL RIM
RECONDITIONING
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Drummond Mine /
Knocknacran Open Pit Mine:

Saint-Gobain Mining
(Ireland) Ltd 2021 Update
by Benson Plunkett, Mine Manager, Gyproc, Ireland
Drummond Mine and Knocknacran Open Pit
Mine continued to supply the Construction
Industry’s demand for both plaster board
and bagged plaster for the last 12 months
and throughout the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic. Although, like many businesses,
demand has been suppressed by the
pandemic, but the outlook for 2022 and
beyond looks promising.
Our big event in 2021 will see Saint Gobain Mining
Ireland Ltd. applying for planning permission for a
new Open Cast Mine situated in Knocknacran West
approximately 1 km from the current Open Cast
Mine site. A successful community event was held in
late September inviting all stakeholders to see and
discuss the plans for the new Open Cast Mine.
Saint Gobain Mining Ireland Ltd. continue to support
the local community following the subsidence
event in 2018 and have successfully secured and
commenced phase 1 of the construction of a new
GAA sports facility. Plans for a new Community
Centre complex are also underway.

A bird’s eye view of the Mine site (July 2021).

The commencement of the new GAA sports facility supported by Gyproc Ireland Saint Gobain Mining Ireland Ltd. (May 2021).
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PROVIDING COMPLETE MINING & TUNNELLING SERVICES,
EQUIPMENT SALES & RENTAL SOLUTIONS WORLDWIDE

• UNDERGROUND MINE DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACTING SERVICES
• FULL DRILL AND BLASTING SERVICES
• UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION
AND SHOTCRETING SERVICES
• NEW AND USED UNDERGROUND
MINING AND TUNNELLING
EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTAL

• EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENT
REBUILD AND REPAIRS

QME LIMITED

Coolfore Road, Navan,
Co Meath, Ireland C15 KXY3

Tel: +353 (0)46 9073709
Email: info@qme.ie

www.qme.ie
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Brief history
of Kenmare
by Jeremy Dibb, Corporate Development and
Investor Relations, Kenmare Resources
Kenmare Resources plc is an
established mining company
headquartered in Dubin, Ireland.
The Company’s principal asset is
the Moma Titanium Minerals Mine,
located in northern Mozambique.
Moma has the capacity to produce ~
10% of global demand for titanium,
with sufficient resources to support
a mine life in excess of 100 years.
Kenmare first began exploring for minerals
in Mozambique in 1987 and has had an
unbroken presence in the county since
then. The mine has been in production
since 2007 and the company and has
a long term commitment to being a
responsible corporate citizen, establish
the not-for-profit Kenmare Moma
Development Association (KMAD) in 2004.
Moma has the capacity to mine
>40 million tonnes of ore to produce
and export more than 1.3 million tonnes
of final products per annum, supplying
customers operating in more than 15
countries globally. Kenmare produces
three main feedstock products; Titanium
(Ti), Zirconium (Zr) and Rare Earth
Elements (REE).
The principal product is the mineral
ilmenite, the primary global feedstock for
titanium, representing ~70% of revenues.
Titanium feedstocks are predominantly
used to manufacture titanium dioxide

KMAD community bakery project.
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Mineral Separation Plant.

(TiO2) pigment, with smaller quantities
used to produce titanium metal and
welding electrode fluxes. TiO2 pigment is in
turn used in the manufacture of paints and
other coatings, plastics and paper as well
as a number of other applications, including
cosmetics, food additives, ceramics and
textiles. TiO2 pigment is favoured in many
such applications for its brilliant whiteness,
ultraviolet protection and non-toxicity.
Zircon sand (containg zirconium) is a

primary feedstock to a wide range of
industries, of which the ceramics sector is
the largest due to its brilliant whiteness.
Zircon is also used in refractory, foundry
and chemical applications.
Finally, monazite is a mineral containing
REEs. Once separated, the REEs, such as
neodymium and praseodymium, are used
in various industrial and technological
applications, including the manufacture
of wind turbines and electric cars.

Nursery for progressive rehabilitation of the dunes.
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Mineral are exported from the jetty on site.

Dredge mining in action.

OVERVIEW OF
OPERATIONS AT MOMA

KMAD AND OUR COMMITMENT
TO SUSTAINABILITY

Construction of the Mine began in
October 2004, and production started
in 2007. Kenmare mines the titanium-rich
sands mainly using dredges, which
float in one of three artificial ponds
mining in two ore zones.

Supporting the safety of our people
and local communities is always at the
heart of what we do as we strive to
achieve zero harm in our operations.

The mine is a low cost, bulk operation that
predominantly utilises hydro-generated
power and progressive rehabilitation
processes. As a result, the Mine has a
low environmental impact and no toxic
chemicals are used in mining or processing
operations. Once separated, Kenmare
transports its final products to customer
vessels from a dedicated port facility.
In recent years the company has made
significant capital investments to increase
the production by approximately 30%.

>10% of employees are female.

The last project was completed in 2020
and involved the moving of a dredge and
concentrator plant 23km by road to a
new high-grade ore zone called Pilivili.
This relocation represented the heaviest
piece of mining equipment ever to be
moved in Africa, weighing in at over 7,000
tonnes, all moved in one piece.

KMAD was establisged before commercial
production began at the Moma mine,
KMAD is a not-for-profit organisation that
implements development programmes in
the areas surrounding the Moma Mine.
KMAD aspires to be a catalyst for
positive social and economic change in
the host communities of the mine.
The focus of KMAD’s work is framed
by KMAD’s three key “pillars”:
livelihoods and economic development,
healthcare development and
education development.

Morning Meeting.
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Kilsaran’s new
Precast Plant
Kilsaran’s new Precast Plant in
Kilcullen, Co. Kildare is now fully
operational with several high-profile
projects currently in production.
The new plant is fully automated,
bringing the first of a kind in terms of
precast technology to the Irish market.
Key to this vision is a production facility
offering quality assured, traceable
precast products that are manufactured
with precision. Cost and environmental
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benefits are delivered with on-time
production requiring minimal storage.
The precast offering fits seamlessly into
Kilsaran’s well-established product range
that has long been recognised for its
site-based benefits and reliability, but now
has the enhanced advantages of factory
production bringing increased certainty
in quality, budgets, and programme.
Buildings of all sizes can now be designed,
manufactured, delivered, and assembled
by Kilsaran.

For more information on
Kilsaran Precast, please visit;
www.kilsaran.ie

Manufacturer &
Maintenance
to the

Quarry & Recycling
Industry

• WE DO SPARE
PARTS FOR
BATCHIHNG PLANTS
• WAM DISTRIBUTOR
• SPECIALIST IN
TEKA MIXERS
REPAIRS

DEREK MAHER 087 8180970
Duleek, Co.Meath
Tullamore, Co.Offaly
email: info@qrseng.com
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New Educational Programmes
to Enhance your Career in
Mineral Products
by Julian Smallshaw, Head of Education and Standards at the Institute of Quarrying
Working alongside a number of
respected sector professionals and
organisations, an updated course
curriculum has been introduced
at the University of Derby Centre
for Minerals Products. In addition,
a new suite of tailored online
e-learning programmes is now
available to members and
non-members of the IQ.
Julian Smallshaw is IQ Head of Education
and Standards. He explains: “Competence
sits at the very heart of what we stand for
as a profession in delivering safe, healthy
and efficient outcomes for our sector.
So it’s essential that today’s and
tomorrow’s workforce is equipped with
the appropriate skills required to operate
in roles that are ever more focused on the
application of technology, as well as new
working practices and standards.
“According to the Government Office
for Science investment in skills and
encouraging lifelong learning can
have a positive impact on productivity.
Not only is continuing professional
development (CPD) critical to increasing
prosperity in the UK, it delivers
considerable benefits to society as a whole.
“Knowledgeable employees are more
productive, better motivated and more
loyal; 94 percent of employees would stay
at a company longer if it invested in their
career development, and 80 percent of
people agree that learning new skills would
make them more engaged.”

MODIFIED COURSES AT
THE CENTRE FOR MINERAL
PRODUCTS
The IQ, along with a number of respected
industry professionals, has taken a key
role in leading a major 18-month project to
update the overarching course curriculum
at the University of Derby Centre for
Minerals Products.
This unique partnership of organisations
brings together accumulated professional
expertise and industry knowledge from
a wide range of backgrounds to shape
the new curriculum. Contributors include
the IQ, Institute of Asphalt Technology,
Concrete Society, Road Surface Treatment
Association, International Clay Technology
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Association and staff from the Centre for
Mineral Products.
Mark Osbaldeston, Head of Centre for
Mineral Products at the University of
Derby, explains: “These qualifications
enable a clear progression path to those
employed in the sector, both nationally and
internationally, who wish to enhance their
career and life-long learning opportunities.
“While course materials are continuously
reviewed to ensure content reflects
the needs of the industry, the current
foundation degrees and diplomas were
five-years-old and due for a major review
under University rules and procedures.
It was an opportunity to refresh, update
and simplify the curriculum, content and
structure, including areas requested by
industry stakeholders such as digitalisation
and increased sustainability.
“As a result, the new structure is simpler,
with the foundation degrees now including
a dedicated work based project and study
skills modules. Additionally, the validation
exercise will allow content updates and
introduction of new materials in ‘industry
specific’ engineering, business and
technology modules.”
The University of Derby Centre for
Mineral Products is the only provider of

quarrying and mineral products industry
specific higher-level professional
education. Its courses deliver industry
standard and globally recognised
qualifications to the mineral products
sector. In partnership with key partner
bodies, its qualifications have been
developed to ensure they represent the
training needs of the sector and employers.
The Centre’s suite of interconnected
blended learning programmes cover five
pathway specific areas of study. These
include Mineral Extractives Technology,
Asphalt and Pavement Technology,
Concrete Technology, Cement Technology
and Clay Technology.
There are currently 18 qualifications
available. These range from the BSc (Hons)
in Minerals Management; Foundation
Science degrees (FdSc) in Mineral
Extractives Technology; Asphalt and
Pavement Technology; Clay Technology;
Concrete Technology; and Cement
Technology; and a Higher Apprenticeship in
Mineral Products Technology to university
diplomas in Mineral Extractive Studies;
Asphalt and Pavement Studies; Road
Surface Treatments; Clay Studies; Concrete
Studies; and Cement Studies; a University
Certificate in Concrete Technology, and
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• IQ SELECT

Certificates in Construction Materials, and
Ready-Mixed Concrete Technology.

IQ provides bundled units around a
linked theme or part of a wider learning
programme, all accredited with IQ CPD
hours. Bundle topics include Crushing &
Screening, Mineral Products, and Safety,
Health & the Environment.

To find out more visit www.derby.ac.uk/
mineral-products.

NEW IQ E-LEARNING
PROGRAMMES
A new suite of tailored online e-learning
programmes are now available to members
and non-members of the IQ, providing a
flexible and innovative approach to CPD.
IQ CPD Select Series comprises a unique
choice of assessed bitesize e-learning
modules and units. The four tier approach
to CPD features training and qualifications
that are recognised globally and accessed
online locally.
All IQ CPD Select units feature ongoing
online assessment. Content is updated to
the latest standards and is aligned to the
work undertaken to refresh course content
at the University of Derby Centre for
Mineral Products.
Julian Smallshaw says: “As the leading
professional membership body for the
quarrying and mineral products industry,
we recognise that being flexible and
adaptable is key to developing successful
learning programmes. We all lead such
busy lives, which is why learning must fit in
around busy working days.
“The IQ CPD Select Series provides

• EMPLOYER SELECT

Uni of Derby tutorial.

employers and learners with short
accredited learning modules that can
be taken on their own, in bundles or in a
bespoke package. All the units are delivered
online and can be worked through at the
learner’s own pace.”

The IQ CPD Select Series is a four tier
approach to structured CPD:

• SELF-SELECT
Individuals select focused CPD bitesize
units based on areas of personal
development or interest, gaining specialist
or technical knowledge. Some examples
of the courses currently available include
Workplace Guidance, SHE Fundamentals,
Introduction to Mineral Products, and
Fundamentals of Geology.

Employers tailor bespoke blended learning
packages to their needs by combining a
selection of nearly 100 individual e-learning
units across an extensive range of subject
areas. Learning materials can additionally
be supplemented to incorporate company
messages and themes into the content.

• EMPLOYER SELECT+
Enhancing the Employer Select package,
content can be further enriched with the
inclusion of additional services and support
from IQ. Examples include workshops,
webinars, mentoring and coaching support,
workplace projects, familiarisation visits
and toolbox talks, in addition to podcasts,
videos and factsheets.
To find out more, contact Julian Smallshaw
or Manisha Morar on 0115 972 9995,
email education@quarrying.org or visit
www.quarrying.org/cpd-select.
For information about the Institute of
Quarrying visit www.quarrying.org.
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Consultation on the Draft
Policy Statement on Mineral
Exploration and Mining
by Eoin Deegan, Principal Officer, Geoscience Policy Division
On 30 July 2021, the Geoscience
Policy Division in the Department
of the Environment, Climate and
Communications published a
Draft Policy Statement on Mineral
Exploration and Mining for
consultation.
In parallel with the policy development,
Strategic Environmental Assessment and
Appropriate Assessment were undertaken
on the draft Policy Statement. The
Department is seeking views on:
• the Draft Policy Statement for Mineral
Exploration and Mining in Ireland
• the Environmental Report prepared
as part of the Strategic Environmental
Assessment process
• the Natura Impact Statement
prepared as part of the Appropriate
Assessment process
These documents are available at
www.gov.ie/mineralconsultation and
the closing date for submissions is
5.30pm 15 October 2021.
The Draft Policy Statement has identified
key principles under five themes and five
key priorities to achieve a robust and
transparent regulatory framework that
supports environmentally sustainable
mineral exploration and mining and
maximise the contribution that the
sustainable exploration and mining
sector makes to our society, economic
development and the transition to net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions.

KEY PRINCIPLES
1. Robust Regulation: Maintain and improve
the robust regulatory regime for mineral
exploration activity and mining.
2. Increasing awareness and participation:
Further support public awareness and
engagement around the importance
of minerals and facilitate greater
transparency and participation in the
decision-making processes.
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3. Sustainable development: Maintain
and improve the sustainability of the
mineral sector in Ireland, ensure sector
techniques and practices are optimised
and aligned to overarching national
and international policies, climate
goals, biodiversity, natural and built
heritage objectives and regularly review
the schedule of minerals for which
prospecting is permitted, against criteria
such as potential end uses, circularity and
critical raw material status.
4. Building capacity and access to
knowledge: Ensure Irish mineral sector
expertise, research mineral potential and
support geoscience data analytics and
research capacity.
5. International co-operation: Promote
expertise of Irish mineral industry abroad,
participate in international research
initiatives and ensure responsible
supply chains.

KEY PRIORITIES
1. Building Public Understanding and
Trust: Increase transparency in decision

making processes, develop a minerals
communication strategy, a roadmap
for historic mine sites and establish a
minerals advisory group.
2. Enhancing the Regulatory Framework:
ensure separation between policy and
regulation, not issue prospecting licences,
mining licenses or leases for coal, lignite
and oil shale, in accordance with the
Circular Economy Bill, 2021 and review
regulatory framework.
3. Research on the role of minerals in the
transition to net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050: better understanding
of minerals in supply chains originating,
transiting and ending in Ireland to meet
2050 climate goals and research of
exploration and mining techniques.
4. Better data enhancing policy and
decision-making: support greater use of
technical data for decision making and
cross sectoral applications.
5. Monitoring, Review and Reporting:
Monitor and report on Policy Statement
every two years and review at least
every three years.

SANDVIK IRELAND
PORTLAOISE
CRUSHING & SCREENING, ROCK TOOLS, SURFACE
DRILLS, UNDERGROUND MINING, PARTS & SERVICE
Supporting our Irish customer base in both the surface and underground extractive industries since 1994.
With a high emphasis on Environment Health and Safety and a large range of quality products, parts and
services, our customer support continues from our Portlaoise facility, where we strive to deliver tomorrows needs, today.
Portlaoise office Tel: +353 (057) 866 4538
Brian Carroll- Underground Mining Tel: +353 87 0517195 Email: brian.carroll@sandvik.com
Chris Murray- Surface Drilling & Rock Tools Tel: +44 7515198233 Email: chris.murray@sandvik.com
Mark Fekkes- Crushing & Screening. Tel: +44 7710487866 Email: mark.fekkes@sandvik.com

Unit C, Zone 5, Clonminam Business Pk
Portlaoise, Co Laois. Ireland R32 EP03
ROCKTECHNOLOGY.SANDVIK
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Future of Mining Cleaner and Greener
by Brian Carroll, OPERATIONS MANAGER – PORTLAOISE BRANCH, IRELAND
MANAGER OF UNDERGROUND SALES – SALES TERRITORY, NORTH WEST EUROPE
Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions Ireland

According to a study in the Bulletin
of the American Meteorological
Society, global greenhouse gas levels
have reached their highest on record
in 2020, even though flights were
grounded and streets were emptied
due to the coronavirus pandemic.
Because of the pandemic, emissions
from burning fossil fuels dropped
by about 7%, but the reduction was
too small to have any material impact
on build-up of carbon dioxide in
the air. Given the looming climate
crisis and how we have become
accustomed to an over reliance on
fossil fuels, Sandvik, other OEM’s
and our customers are doing their
bit to help reduce their greenhouse
emissions and carbon footprints. Part
of this has been the development
of BEV’s (Battery Electric Vehicle)
and the replacement of dieselpowered vehicles.
In June 2021, one major step was taken by
Pretivm in Canada, to address this change

DS412iE Battery Bolter.
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lh518b front left.

and new approach to greener and cleaner
mining when Sandvik received their largest
ever BEV order in a single month. Pretivm,
who operate the Brucejack Mine in Canada
and following a successful 6-month trial,
placed this order with Sandvik. Pretivm
have committed to replacing its entire
diesel fleet by 2023 and are currently

taking delivery of their first Sandvik Z50
(now Sandvik TH550B) battery electric
truck. This unit will be the first of 7x BEV
trucks to arrive, with an option for an 8th.
They also have 2x Sandvik LH518B battery
electric loaders on the way following
rigorous performance requirements set
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TH550D at charging bay.

out by Pretivm on both the loaders and
trucks. The combination of these 9-10 BEV
battery trucks and loaders have proved to
fit their production target of 3,800 tonnes
per day at the mine. Additionally, the mine
has also made commitments to Sandvik
for a battery-as-a-service (BaaS) contract.
This turnkey solution eliminates the risk
of owning batteries as Sandvik takes full
responsibility of battery maintenance,
renewal and disposal.
Launched at the Las Vegas Mine Expo
in September 2021, the envelope size of
Sandvik TH550B is one of the smallest
50 tonne trucks on the market but it
generates twice the peak horsepower
and a fraction of the heat of its diesel
equivalent. On top of the sustainability
improvements with battery-based mining,
another major benefit of electrification is
the amount of money that can be saved
on initial capital and operating expenses,
including construction of ventilation shafts

DL422iE Battery Long Hole Rig.

and the cost of operating ventilation
systems. Again, this helps reduce electricity
consumption running large ventilation fans
removing heat and exhaust emissions.
Not only are the load and haul units
being developed but also are Sandvik’s
underground battery drills and bolters. The
initial DD422iE battery facedrill’s are now
being complimented by Sandvik’s battery
bolters and longhole rigs. These units are
being developed, refined and produced to
meet the customer requirements for this
new way and approach to mining.
As the saying goes, “if it cannot be grown,
it has to be mined”, so with that in mind,
mining and the extractive industries are
here to stay. It’s up to Sandvik, other OEM’s,
suppliers and customers themselves,
working together and ensuring that the
latest available technology is successful
and efficient. This will ensure a cleaner
environment for us all to work in today and
a greener future for us all.

SANDVIK IRELAND
Supporting our Irish customer base in
both the surface and underground
extractive industries since 1994 with
technical support and operating from
our midlands workshops since 1997.
With a high emphasis on Environment
Health and Safety and a product range
of quality products, parts and services,
our customer support continues today
from our Portlaoise facility, where we
strive to deliver tomorrow’s needs, today.
www.rocktechnology.sandvik/
https://www.rocktechnology.sandvik/en/
sales-offices/sales-offices/europe/sandvikmining-rock-technology-ireland/sales-andservice-office-sandvik-mining-and-rocktechnology-portlaoise/

DD422iE Battery Face Drill 1.
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Inigo Jones, Christopher
Wren and Irish Marble
by Tony Hand, Architectural Historian
Inigo Jones (Fig.1), the first
significant British architect of the
modern period, wrote to Thomas
Wentworth, Earl of Strafford and
Lord Deputy of Ireland, in July
1637, requesting black marble for
the steps, which ‘will goe for the
worke of St Pauls’. In this letter,
Jones provided Strafford with
the measurements he required to
put the steps in place in St. Paul’s
cathedral in London.
A few years previously in 1634, Thomas
Howard, (Lord Arundel) and Jones
were involved in shipping Irish marble
to England. Jones was commissioned
to design an annexe for Howard’s new
house, Arundel House, in London. Jones
was so impressed while using Irish marble
there that he decided to use it, along with
‘other stones from Ireland’, for the portico
of St. Paul’s Cathedral, which was under
construction at the time. (Fig. 3).

It is believed that the location of the
quarry Arundel and Jones were using was
at Drean in county Donegal. The workers
employed by the Englishmen ‘digged
and prepared a good quantity of Marble’
on lands belonging to a Captain Dutton.
Situated on the eastern shores of Lough
Swilly, the quarry would have been ideally
placed for the loading of stone onto
ships to transport it around the country
and across to Britain, unfortunately the
colour of this marble is not mentioned
in the correspondence. The British
Geological Survey has, in its collection,
a sample of rock from Drean. This piece
of rock is called phyllite and is of a green
or silvery grey colour, not black or dark
grey. Adjacent to Drean is an area known
as Whitehill, most likely known by this
name due to the pale colour of its soil and
underlying rock. Both these factors would
indicate that dark or black marble was not
in abundance here and the likelihood is
that the black marble requested by Jones
was sourced elsewhere. Samuel Lewis,

Fig.1 Inigo Jones (1573- 1652).
Photo credit: National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London
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writing in 1837, states that ‘Many species
of valuable marble have been discovered’
in Donegal, including ‘Grey and black
marble of very fine quality’, yet he does
not elaborate on the exact location of this
marble, or exactly when these deposits
would have been worked.
In a reply to Arundel, 14 September 1635,
Strafford does not mention the northern
part of the country at all. Recognising
the possible public and private benefits
of Arundel’s enterprise, Strafford wished
‘your trade for marbles may succeed…to
breed a greater Commerce and familiarity
betwixt the two nations.’ Strafford
informed Arundel that the agents he had
sent over ‘will find very good black and
mingled with white, about Galway and,
in some part of Munster, excellent good
white and red.’ Strafford considered that
he himself might ‘get a barque laden to
send about to Hull and so into Yorkshire’,
in order to have the marble made into
chimneypieces for the house he was
building at Woodhouse, near Wentworth

Fig. 2. Christopher Wren (1632–1723).
Photo credit: The Royal Society.
St. Paul’s cathedral is visible through the drawn curtain.
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Fig. 3. Classical-style West Front of Old St. Paul’s Cathedral by Inigo Jones
added between 1630 and 1666.
Image Project Gutenberg eText 16531

in South Yorkshire. Whether Strafford
ever sent the marble is unknown. The
stone would have to have been of
exceptional quality to justify the expense
of shipping it such a distance.
The Great Fire of London in 1666,
devastated the city as most of the
buildings were constructed of wood. St.
Paul’s cathedral was badly damaged in the
fire and in the rebuilding of the city, stone
was the material of choice to prevent any
repeat of such a tragic event. The decision
was made to rebuild the cathedral fully
in stone and reposition it from its former
foundations as a large part of the old
cathedral remained and was still in some
form of use until fully demolished during
the 1670s. A new architect was now in
charge with new thinking and modern
designs and constructed the cathedral
that we are familiar with today.
Christopher Wren, (Fig. 2) following in the
footsteps of Jones, continued with the
use of black Irish marble, internally and
externally, in the reconstruction of the new
St. Paul’s. The building was financed by
a tax on coal and was officially declared
complete in 1711. Records indicate that in
1698, John Oliver, Master Mason to the
Crown, was paid £115 for ‘575ft of Irish
Black Marble Stepps’[sic]. A ship called
Unity, after transporting supplies to the
navy base at Kinsale, was directed to
Dublin ‘for a lading of black Irish marble
for St. Paul’s Cathedral’ by orders of the
Admiralty Office on 25 August 1705.
In 1707, Francis Collins, a merchant
from London, was contracted to supply
‘the surveyor for rebuilding St. Paul’s
cathedral’ with 8,000 feet of black Irish
marble. These are just some of the many
references to the vast amount of black
Irish marble being used on St Paul’s over
a protracted period and they highlight
one of the major problems encountered
throughout research on the subject, the
location of the quarries supplying the
marble is not mentioned in any of the

accounts. The fact some of the marble
was loaded at Dublin would suggest
that not all of the marble was sourced in
Donegal, Galway, or Munster, although
most of the stone from Cork had to be
sent to Dublin first. As Inigo Jones had
already been using a variety of Irish stone,
it is not unreasonable to suggest that
some of it may have come from Leinster
and specifically, Kilkenny for black marble
as marble described as Kilkenny was
being sent to England as early as the
middle of the sixteenth century.
One possible reason for no locations
being provided in these accounts may
have been the fact that Wren was using
vast quantities of marble and stone from
such diverse locations that to individually
name the sources was not practical. With
the exception of the Portland quarries
on the south coast of England, other
quarries were not specified. Alternatively,
perhaps Wren did not know the exact
location, as John Oliver was responsible
for the procurement of most of the Irish
marble and Wren simply noted it as
‘Irish marble’. Examining the numerous
accounts recorded in The Volumes of the
Wren Society, materials are named simply
after the country from which they were
sourced; therefore, marble is referred to
as ‘Irish’, with foreign stone referred to as
‘Swede stone’, or ‘Denmark stone’.
Accounts indicate Wren also used Irish
marble in Chatsworth House, Marlborough
House, Kensington Palace and had
intended using it at Hampton Court.
Wren had planned to construct the great
stairs at Hampton with ‘Steps of the
Irish Stone, such as are at Kensington’
and the floor and hearth spaces were to
be paved with marble also. Wren also
utilised 1,394 feet of black Irish marble
that had been ordered for St. Paul’s,
but never used, in work at Marlborough
House. Accounts for the Valuation of the
Building of Chatsworth. By Sir Christopher
Wren in 1692, reveal an interesting detail.
Whilst the stone used for the house

was sourced locally in Derbyshire, the
marble was brought from London up
the east coast to Hull and then overland
to Derbyshire, similar to Strafford’s plan
sixty years earlier. A Mr. Goodfellow was
reimbursed for the days he spent at
London and Hull to oversee the loading
of the marble. This payment also included
remuneration for the time he had spent
at Bantry, overseeing the loading of the
marble there. Another man, ‘Natt. Hall’,
was paid for fourteen days spent at
Bantry, indicating that the marble supplied
for Chatsworth House was shipped from
Cork, yet it still has to be ascertained why
these men were stationed at Bantry, as
most of the Cork marbles were sourced
in the eastern half of the county. There is
the possibility that the marble loaded at
Bantry was quarried in nearby Kenmare
in county Kerry. According to Samuel
Lewis in his Topographical Dictionary of
Ireland, Sir William Petty was actively
involved in quarrying marble there during
the latter half of the seventeenth century.
He ‘extensively worked’ quarries of grey
marble located on islands of limestone
situated in Kenmare Bay. Petty, keen to
exploit the natural resources of his estate,
had also set up iron works in the area and
this would indicate that some form of
transport infrastructure was in place in the
area at this time. Bantry, less than thirty
miles away, although over rough terrain,
would have been the major port for the
southwestern area through which most of
this produce would have been exported. It
may also have been possible to transport
goods by boat around the Beara Peninsula
from Kenmare and loaded onto larger
ships berthed at Bantry.
It is frustrating when researching old
documents or manuscripts that the
locations of such quarries are not
mentioned, but such is the lot of the
researcher. What is very evident though,
is the quality of stone required to adorn
such buildings was not available in
England at this time. The Irish quarries
were on estates owned by English
aristocracy and the expense of shipping
such a weighty cargo across the Irish
Sea would certainly have been very
costly, it appears that this did not deter
the patrons of the day to source the
best stone available. Two of the greatest
architects England has ever produced
would seem to have agreed that Irish
marble was of such high quality and fit
to adorn some of the best buildings both
secular and religious in late 17th and early
18th century England.
References: Haworth, D. Lord Arundel
and his Circle, London, 1985. Lewis, S.
Topographical Dictionary of Ireland, 3 vols,
London, 1837. Lubbock, J. The Tyranny
of Taste: The Politics of Architecture and
Design in Britain 1550-1960, New Haven
and London, 1995. Sheffield Archives,
Wentworth Woodhouse Muniments,
WWM/Str P/24-25/133, Inigo Jones to
Thomas Lord Viscount Wentworth, 14 July
1673. The Volumes of the Wren Society,
20 vols., Oxford, 1924-1943.
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Update on The International
Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor
by Michael Keane - principal, M. Keane Consulting
The project is known as ITER,
the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor. I wrote a short
article for last year’s Review – here’s
another quick update.

A REMINDER ON THE
ITER PROJECT
This is an international project to prove
that power from fusion - the same energy
source that powers the Sun, will operate
successfully on Earth. The ITER facility is
being built by a scientific partnership that
includes the European Union, China, India,
Japan, Korea, Russia and the United States.
ITER’s highly specialised components
- many of which are unique - are being
manufactured in industrial facilities all over
the world and continue to be delivered to
the site here in Provence, France.
Once they reach the ITER worksite they’ll
be assembled into the final machine. The
cost of project construction will be in the
range of €20 billion and is funded by all of
the nations involved.
Fusion energy is carbon-free,
environmentally sustainable and much
more powerful than fossil fuels. ITER’s fuel
is recycled for re-use. Fusion produces no
high-activity, long-lived radioactive waste.
ITER uses two forms of hydrogen fuel:
deuterium, which is easily extracted from
seawater; and tritium, which is bred from
lithium inside the fusion reactor. The supply
of fusion fuel is abundant, to the point
where it is practically unlimited.

The site mid-summer 2021.

SO WHAT HAS HAPPENED
IN THE LAST YEAR?
The site work has continued throughout the
pandemic, due to rigorous controls for all
personnel with testing and tracing early on.
The pandemic had an impact on the project
globally, with some of the partners, such as
India, being particularly badly hit. Early this
year some of the remote meetings had only
half the usual number of people attending.
We did have the advantage in that we
were well-used to remote communications
prior to the pandemic, however it was
challenging at times.
The large components, such as magnets

Vacuum Vessel sector & Toroidal Field Coil.
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(in the illustration we see the Toroidal
Field Coils) and vacuum vessel sectors,
continued to arrive and be assembled.
Many of these were First-of-a-Kind, with
5 years or more of development, so each
delivery was a milestone in demonstrating
the engineering feasibility.
These field coils are superconducting
magnets, 18 in number, 17m. long and 350
tonnes each, which confine the plasma
(at 150,000,000 degrees C.) in the centre
of the plasma chamber. This assembly
operation reminds me of a giant jig-saw
puzzle. Overall, everyone on the project
worked hard to keep things on track.
The adventure continues…

Vacuum Vessel sector which forms the shape of the Tokamak.
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WHAT IT MEANS
TO BE AN IMQS
CORPORATE
MEMBER
“As a newly established
business formed in 2016,
IMQS has offered a platform
for broadening our network,
attending seminars and having
access to valuable information.
“Irish Drilling is a firm believer in
relationships and the IMQS provides
access to, and updates from, all parts
of Ireland’s mining and quarrying
sector. We were delighted with the
role they played, and for engaging
with Irish Drilling and the industry,
in delivering the Geo-Drilling
Apprenticeship, the first of its kind for
the drilling profession.”

“The IMQS provides relevant information
and Guidance, and their representation
and promotion of Irelands natural
resources is very important to Companies
who operate in this sector. Kilkenny
Limestone Quarries appreciate the
importance and value of being members
of this Organization.”
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The IMQS has a great history of being able to connect
people and businesses in Ireland and abroad.”

“The value that Sandvik
sees from IMQS
membership is being part
of the Irish mining and
quarrying community as
well as building awareness of our presence, offering
and service to the Irish customer base. It also builds
a clearer picture for ourselves of that customer
base in Ireland, where we share our experiences and
knowledge to make a safer and more sustainable
industry for all.”

“We are very pleased to have joined the IMQS in
2019 and have already found it to be a great resource
for up-to-date industry information, networking
opportunities and relevant fieldtrips and events.”
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Twitter: @IMQS_IE
LinkedIn:
Irish Mining and
Quarrying Society
(IMQS)

“Boliden Tara Mines have been long
term members of the IMQS and
we value the work that the Society
does on behalf of the Mining and
Quarrying industry in Ireland. The
IMQS, among other things, provides
an excellent network for people
in the industry and is important in
promoting the industry at a national
and international level.”

SEE WWW.IMQS.IE
AND LINKEDIN
(IRISH MINING AND
QUARRYING SOCIETY
(IMQS)) FOR ALL
THE LATEST
INDUSTRY
NEWS.

Process version of STRIP logo: 100% Magenta, 100% Yellow
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RETIREMENT

Les Sanderson
Former President and colleague Les
Sanderson retired recently both from
the extractive industry supply chain
and the Irish Mining and Quarrying
Society council.
His interesting life developed through
Agricultural College in the mid ’60’s into
land reclamation and on into machinery
supply through Blackwood Hodge Ireland
Ltd (part of the largest earthmoving
equipment companies in the world) and
their Pegson crushers and Terex loaders
and quarry trucks distributorships.
In the mid ’70’s IMQS sponsored a study
tour to Truro, Cornwall with visits to Wheal
Jane Tin Mines, China Clay Cornwall and
Holman Drilling equipment company. At
least 7 of the delegates later went
on to be Presidents of our society
including Les Sanderson, Tony Flannery,
Bob Aspin, Ml Layden, Jim Wash, Denis
Lavelle, and Tommy Weir. And also
3 Secretaries/Treasurers.
Perhaps this was to inspire Les’s passion
for the industry. 1972 saw the Turlough
hill project in full swing. This was his
first intro to the world of massive Terex
Earth movers and rock haulers. Avoca
Mine was still in production with contractor
Dick Fanning using fleets of Terex Haulers
and Magerus Deutz 6x6 trucks hauling
from the open cast.
It was an age of great innovation/
evolution of extractive equipment. So
his life became one of introductions and
firsts. By 1976 Tara Mines was about to
go into production and two of the largest
scooptrams in Europe (Eimco 920 LHD)
were supplied through him to the mines
along with several personnel carriers.
Around that time Tracey Enterprises
opened their new Quarry in Ballinascorney
with their first Pegson skid mounted
Jaw crusher. This quarry later became
the largest privately owned operation
under the ownership of Kilsaran with
the largest Metso mobile Jaw and Cone
crusher train in Ireland.
Cement manufacturing was becoming
competitive with Sean Quinn opening two
Cement plants both of which were fitted
with MMD sizers to handle the crushing
of shale and overburden, an entirely
new concept, followed by Irish Cement
Platin’s new shale intake and later Gypsum
Industries open cast intake.
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Hydraulic Drilling was also a new concept
in those days. Gypsum’s Drumgosset
mine had hit Anhydride and was unable
to drill through it. So Les introduced the
first Secoma Hydraulic Rotory Procussive
drilling rig to Ireland with special drilll bits
imported from South Africa.
Later in his career, Whitemountain
Aggregates opened their new Cam Quarry

to which he supplied the first and largest
computerised mobile crusher train in
Northern Ireland comprising Metso mobile
Primary, Secondary and tertiary crushers
and mobile closed circuit screens - all
talking to each other electronically.
The firsts were not just confined to
Extractive equipment. Chicago Bridge and
Iron company prepared to build concrete

ANNUAL REVIEW 2021

were redirected to a project in Brazil.
Bank of Ireland’s huge (in those days)
computer centre in Cabinteely was
powered by 2 massive Petbow Dorman
engined generators, as were many
other industrial and quarry sites e.g.
Lackagh Rock, Galway.
His membership of IMQS started in 1972,
was elected to council around 1985 - 2021,
Served 3 terms as president 1996/8 &
2008, Treasurer 2012 - 2018, Elected hon
Fellow 1998. And attended 44 of the 47
dinner dances since becoming a member.
Co-editor with Tony Killeen of the first
IMQS newsletter, “The Extractive Times”,
in 1995 which later became the wellrespected IMQS Annual Review.

Heather and Les Sanderson at the
IMQS Dinner Dance.

oil production platforms for the north sea
in Killala, Co Mayo, to which he negotiated
the supply of the biggest Miller concrete
batching plant and the largest mobile P
& H cranes with the longest strut booms
ever to come to Ireland. However, with a
change to British government policy, these

Sean Finlay invited him to join the
steering committee of the Institution of
Engineers in Ireland Extractive Industries
Division in 1994 and he was elected
Director ‘til 1999. Les was elected as a
member of the “Institute of Quarrying”
from 2003 -2010. He served 10 years at
Blackwood Ireland as Sales Manager, 20
years as “Product and Used Equipment
Manager” at Pat O’Donnell & Co. Ltd., 7
years as Region Ireland Manager with
Metso Minerals and 4 years as Services
Director of ECS Turbowash Ltd.

Asked what the future holds, Les said “ A
directorship in the industry would be nice,
but in the mean time I’m involved with
Tiglin Addiction Centre’s “No Bucks Caffe”
supplying hot meals and clothes to the
homeless on our city streets”.
Les Sanderson - A true gentleman!

IRISH SALT MINING
& EXPLORATION CO.LTD
PRODUCERS OF DEICING ROCK SALT
FOR HIGHWAY WINTER MAINTENANCE
FORT ROAD, CARRICKFERGUS,
CO. ANTRIM, NORTHERN IRELAND BT38 9BT
TEL: +44(0)28 93351151 FAX: +44(0)28 93364849
Email: sales@irishsaltmining.com

www.imqs.ie
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OBITUARY

Adrian Madden

(1969 – 2021)
by David Stokes

Business colleagues, friends and
clients across the country have been
paying tributes to Adrian Madden,
Close Brothers’ Head of Asset
Finance Sales, who passed away
after a courageous battle with cancer;
the father of two died peacefully at
home in County Meath.
Adrian, described as “a much admired
colleague, and a fantastic salesman,”
helped found and grow the business at
Close Brothers Commercial Finance.
“He spent the past ten years building
our team from the ground up and we
are incredibly proud of everything he
achieved,” said the company.
“Anyone who met Adrian remembered
him. He was a true character – funny,
respected, respectful, liked, loved,
dedicated and successful. His positive
outlook, sense of fun and warmth set him
apart, and he will be sorely missed.”
There’ve been scores of tributes on social
media following his death. Alan Fallon,
Managing Director at Dungannon Plant
Sales Ireland, wrote: “A gentleman of
the highest degree. He had the ability to
invite you to lunch but I always ended
up footing the bill! But it was a cheap
price for the chat which was a mixture of
humour, wit and a bundle of information,
though he never broke customer
confidentiality. You will be missed, Adrian.”
From John Kirrane Plant Hire Ltd:
“Adrian was a man that made financial
lending decisions based on the people
he was dealing with rather than numbers
on a sheet of paper. When nobody
would look at construction asset
finance during the downturn he and his
Close Brothers team led the way.”
And said Billy Farrell, Head of Sales at
Hibernia FX - International Payments
and Foreign Currency Providers: “To
say we are all devastated would be an
understatement; Adrian was our kind and
thoughtful neighbour and indeed our
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great friend for almost 20 years.
“As well as being all of the above from
those amazing tributes and comments in
the work place he was a brilliant dad and
family man and I was fortunate enough
to have spent many a day and night in
his company at many events, corporate
and socially, at our homes over the years
. Adrian was an exceptional character

and will be sorely missed by everyone he
encountered in his life.”
Because of Covid-19 restrictions, many
who wanted to be at the funeral mass
couldn’t, so it was streamed online
from the Holy Trinity Church in Ratoath,
County Meath, followed by cremation at
Lakelands Crematorium in Cavan.
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OBITUARY

Alexander Crockett Braun

(1994 – 2021)
Provided by iCRAG

The tragic death of our colleague and
friend Alex Braun in July came as a
huge shock to all in iCRAG and the
Irish geoscience community. Alex was
a much-loved colleague of everyone
at iCRAG, being particularly close
to our researchers both in UCD and
NUIG. Working with Prof. Mike Long
of UCD Civil Engineering, and Peter
O’Connor of Apex Geosciences Ltd.,
Alex had just completed his Masters
research on the creation of tools
that can be used by geophysicists
to enhance the accuracy of mapping
karst features for road construction.
As a colleague and a friend, Alex’s
warmth kindness and generosity
stood out to all in iCRAG. Alex will be
sorely missed by all at iCRAG. iCRAG
extends our sincere and heartfelt
condolences to his mother, Virginia,
brother, Eric and partner, Lucia and
wider family and friends. Ar dheis Dé
go raibh a anam dílis.
Alexander Crockett Braun, 26, died of
injuries sustained while hiking in Ireland on
July 1. Born Sept. 18, 1994, in Missoula, he
was the son of Virginia Vickers Braun and
the late Eric R. Braun. In 1997, at age 3,
Alex moved to Lima, Peru, with his family,
where his father was manager
of a geological exploration office.
Alex grew up bilingual, but his preferred
language was Spanish. He attended
Colegio Leonardo da Vinci in Lima until
midway through the 5th grade, where
he created exceptional works of art for a
child his age. An outstanding athlete, he
enjoyed playing futbol (soccer) and
tennis. After moving back to the United
States in 2005, he won the Western
Montana Boys’ 12 singles tennis
championship at age 10 and went on to
win numerous state and Intermountain
tennis titles. He attended Missoula’s
Sussex School in the 7th and 8th grades.
Alex played tennis for Hellgate High

quality program as part of his studies at
UM, he eventually ended up in Europe,
where he was joined by his family for a
memorable vacation at the 2017 French
Open in Paris. In addition to his love for
playing tennis, Alex loved the outdoors
and enjoyed hiking, backpacking and
skiing. He had a wonderful sense of
humor and treasured his friendships
above all else. Compassionate by nature,
he had a very moral character and
volunteered for three years as a basketball
coach for Special Olympics during high
school. “Alex never said an unkind word,
and was always so positive and charming,”
said the mother of a close friend.

School, where he was an honor student.
As a freshman in 2010, he and his brother
Eric, a senior, won the Montana State
doubles championship, fulfilling a dream
they had always had of playing together.
In 2011, he won the Boys’ 16 singles, the
Boys’ 18 singles, and the Men’s Open
at the Western Montana Open Tennis
Tournament. During the summers, Alex
taught tennis for Missoula Parks and
Recreation and then taught back East,
first at the Kent School in Kent, Conn.,
and later at the Windridge Tennis Camp
in Burlington, VT. He played tennis for
the University of Montana Grizzlies his
freshman and sophomore years and
graduated in December 2016 with a major
in geology as a Global Learning Fellow.
Always an adventurous spirit, Alex set
out to explore the world on his own after
graduating six months early. Starting out
in Vietnam, where he worked on a water

Alex began his career in geology learning
about grassroots exploration with La
Cuesta International in Oregon and
Nevada. In the summer of 2016, he had an
internship with Pucara Resources Corp.
and Bear Creek Mining, working in the
Peruvian Andes. He worked as a wellsite
geologist for Selman & Associates in
Midland, Tex., in 2017 and for more than
a year as an exploration geologist for
Northern Vertex Mining in Bullhead City,
Ariz. Wanting to broaden the scope of
his studies, he received a full-ride
scholarship to study geological
engineering at University College in
Dublin. Alex completed his master’s
degree in geological engineering in April
2021 and was weighing job offers in
Spain and in the United States when his
life was tragically cut short.
Survivors include his mother, Virginia,
and brother, Eric, of Missoula; partner
Lucia Lozano Salcedo of Toledo, Spain;
beloved family dog Rudy and cat L-Belle;
aunt, Sally Vickers Foster of Rome, N.Y.;
cousin Paul Mills of Southbridge, Mass.,
numerous other cousins and all of his
friends around the world.
Those wishing to make a donation in
his memory are encouraged to support
Special Olympics Montana or the humane
society of your choice.

www.imqs.ie
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IMQS Golf & Dinner
Dance over the years...
Dinner Dance 2012, 2013, 2016, 2017 and 2019

2013

Koen Verbruggen , Brendan Morris IMQS President, Sam Eccles MPANI Chairman,
Sean Kyne, Sean Finlay and Prof. Dermot Duff.

2013

Sean Finlay, Bridie Killian, Hilary Finlay and Tony Killian.

2019

Roy Wallace MPANI Chairman and
John Francis IMQS President.
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2012

2017

2012

IMQS President PJ O’Donnell and
Sam Deane Chariman MPANI.

Brendan Morris IMQS President and Sam Eccles Chairman MPANI.

Roger Clinch, John Barry, Mike Lowther and Sean Finlay.
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2012

Mick Flynn, Mary Flynn, Mike Lowther, Karen Lowther,
Gerry Stanley and Eibhin Doyle.

2016

2013

Fergus O’Dowd TD Minister Of State.

2019

Suzie Delahunty, Brendan Morris, Alan Buckley, Eamon McAuliffe, John Guven,
Kat Guven, Jonathan Talbot, Blaine O’Brien, John Elmes and Tom Bailey.
Front Trio: Orla Marnell, Ann McCormack and Martin Farrelly.

2012

Ciaran & Marcella Greenan, Ronan and Elizabeth Griffin.

2013

Don Litster, Fearghal Phillips, Stephanie Phillips,
Susan O’Donnell, Pat O’Donnell and Pat O’Connor.

2016

David Johnston
Chariman MPANI

Barbara and Keith McGrath.

www.imqs.ie
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2019

Raffle Winner

2019

Raffle Winner

2019

Roadstone Table.

2016

Barbara McGrath, Moira Lonegran, Julie Barrett and Olive Buckley.

2019

Raffle Winner

2012

Austin Byrne, Gerry Lavelle,
Pat O’Connor, Pauline Byrne and
Anne McGill.

Twitter: @IMQS_IE
2012
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Carol Sanderson, Les Sanderson and Siobhán Tinnelly.

www.imqs.ie

LinkedIn: Irish Mining
and Quarrying Society (IMQS)
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IMQS
ANNUAL
DINNER
DANCE
2022
This enjoyable annual event
is unparalleled with no close
comparison to it within this sector.
The evening is a unique opportunity
for members of our industry to
socialise in pleasant circumstances.
We hope to confirm details of
the IMQS Annual Dinner Dance in 2022.

www.imqs.ie
www.imqs.ie
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Colouring pages for
children of all ages great fun and creative.

HOW TO ENTRY
Name: ..................................................................................................................
Address: ..............................................................................................................

Please send your entry to IRISH MINING &
QUARRYING SOCIETY, 27 UPPER PEMBROKE
STREET | DUBLIN 2 | IRELAND | D02 X361

...............................................................................................................................

*Terms and conditions apply.

Email: ...................................................................................................................

Competition Closing Date: January 29th, 2022

1st

2nd

LEGO 21169
MINECRAFT
THE FIRST
ADVENTURE
BUILDING SET

LEGO 21170
MINECRAFT
THE PIG
HOUSE
BUILDING SET

3rd

LEGO 21166 MINECRAFT THE
ABANDONED MINE BUILDING SET

Prize for
Under 5’s!

LEGO® DUPLO® TOWN TRUCK
& TRACKED EXCAVATOR

Twitter: @IMQS_IE LinkedIn: Irish Mining and Quarrying Society (IMQS)
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HAPPY COLOURING

WINNERS 2020
We had many wonderful entries for our Annual Review Colouring Competition 2020.
Here are some of the winners. Thank you to everyone who entered!

1st

2nd

Prize for
Under 5’s!

JAMES AND JACK MCGRATH

GUY SANDERSON

AOIBHINN FLANAGAN

CO. GALWAY

DUBLIN 15

DUBLIN 3

SLR is one of Ireland’s
leading environmental
and advisory
consultancies

Offering a comprehensive range of services:
• access & highway studies
• air quality assessments
• archaeology
• civil & structural engineering
• ecological surveys
• environmental impact assessment
• extractive waste management plans
• geology & geotechnical assessment
• hydrology & hydrogeology
• landscape & visual assessments
• masterplanning/strategic planning
• mineral valuation & rating

• noise vibration assessments
• planning & permitting
• resource & reserve estimates
and reporting

• pre-feasibility and feasibility studies
• mine & quarry planning and design
• mine waste / tailings engineering
• mine closure schemes and
closure costs

• ESG advisory services
• stakeholder engagement
• topographical & aerial (drone)
surveys

www.slrconsulting.com
We work with clients across seven sectors
from a network of offices in Africa,
Australia, Europe & North America.

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

INDUSTRY

INFRASTRUCTURE

MINING &
MINERALS

ENERGY

POWER

Contact us today
Belfast Office - Paul McTernan:
Dublin Office - Tim Paul:

e: pmcternan@slrconsulting.com
e: tpaul@slrconsulting.com

t: +44 (0)7870 566659
t: +353 (0)1 296 4667

www.imqs.ie
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"
"

Photo below of the past IMQS president, Eamon Holton
presenting Ciaran Hennelly and the other winners with their
prizes, with Marguerite Golden and myself, Keith McGrath
representing McGrath’s Quarry Group.

SOME QUOTES FORM THE VARIOUS ESSAYS

My opinion of the subject is that quarrying is an
excellent industry which I will always support, after
all we can’t have development without stone and we
can’t have stone without quarrying.”

I think the visit gets young people
interested in quarrying and their
local environment, it is one of the
best ideas I have heard in a long time
as many of the classmates turned to
me when we were leaving and asked
“when can we come back again.”

"

"
ion with McGrath
The Irish Quarry and Mining Society competition, held in conjunct
Byrne, Ballinrobe
Quarry Group, Cong. Left to right: Marguerite Golden, Conal
e Community School,
Community School, merit winner; Ciaran Hennelly, Ballinrob
Quarrying Society;
national winner; Eamonn Holton, president, Irish Minining and
Keith McGrath.
Ruth Murphy, Presentation School, Headford, regional winner;
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I didn’t have any opinion
on quarrying until I visited
one of my local quarries… I
thoroughly enjoyed the visit
and it was something I never
seen or talked of before!”

When you think of a quarry,
you think of noise, dust and
pollution, you don’t think of
the very important output
they produce.”

"

The outcome was excellent and in turn the national winner
was Ciaran Hennelly from Ballinrobe Community School. Two
other students also scooped merit and regional awards.

"

In the Easter months of 2004, the IMQS ran their
school’s essay competition. McGrath’s Limestone
(Cong) invited students from 3 of the local secondary
schools to the quarry for a bus tour, a presentation
showing the work carried out in the quarry and some
refreshments. The pupils had to write an essay on
their experience of the visit.

The only facts I ever heard about a
quarry were those from my uncle,
a quarry was set up beside his
house and he was not impressed…
All in all, I think quarries are a
good idea and should be supported
by the public and not criticized like
many of us have seen over the past
couple of weeks.”

"

ESSAY COMPETITION

To be honest when I first heard
we had to write an essay about a
quarry I thought how are we going
to write an essay about rocks?
imagine your first day back after
easter break to find out about an
essay competition.”

I think quarries are every
useful and essential in
every day - life.”

Morgan Industrial Ltd

VERSATILE
FIXED & MOBILE
WHEEL WASH
SYSTEMS
WITH
OPTIONAL
OVERHEAD
SPRAY
BAR

ELITE

HEAVY DUTY
VEHICLE SAFETY
SYSTEMS

Ofﬁce 1, Business Centre, 62 Scarva Rd,
Banbridge, Co Down BT32 3QD
T: +44 (0) 28 4066 2663 M: +44 (0) 77852 33363
W: morganindustrial.com
E: info@morganindustrial.com

Brigade’s top of the range systems are
ideal for vehicles and machines that
require exceptional quality and consistent
performance in the harshest conditions.
The ELITE range includes Backsense®
Radar Object Detection Systems,
Backeye® Elite Camera Monitor Systems
and bbs-tek® White Sound® Reversing
and Warning Alarms.

brigade-electronics.com
01322 420300
www.imqs.ie
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Irish Mining & Quarrying Society, 27 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2, Ireland, D02 X361
Web: www.imqs.ie Email: info@imqs.ie Tel: 089 49 27942

PERSONAL Details (PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS THROUGHOUT)
Surname: ................................................................................................. Forename(s): ................................................
Home Address:........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Telephone Number: ..............................................................................................................................................................
Mobile: .........................................................................................................................................................................................
Home E-Mail Address: .........................................................................................................................................................

EMPLOYER Details (PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS THROUGHOUT)
Employer: ...................................................................................................................................................................................
Address:.......................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Telephone Number:............................................................. Mobile: .............................................................................
Work E-Mail Address:...........................................................................................................................................................
Correspondence Address (please tick both location to be sent to & by what
means Home q Work q E-Mail (preferred by IMQS) q Post q
Please state association with the Mining or Quarrying Industry:..................................................................
Proposed by: .......................................................................................................................(Existing IMQS Member)
Note: Should the candidate be unable to obtain a proposer who is a member of the IMQS, the application will be assessed by the
Council of the IMQS and membership is subject to the approval of the Council. Please send to address above enclosing payment
of €50 (ordinary membership). (Membership fees are payable in January each year and are valid for that calendar year).

ADVERTISERS INDEX
2.

Close Bros

35. Tobin Consulting Engineer

61.

Sandvik

4.

McHale Plant

35. McGarth Cong

67. Cormac Engineering

7.

GOLDER

37. Geological Survey Ireland

9.

Boliden Tara Mines

44. Pat O’Connor

11.

Epiroc

45. Pat O’Connor

67. McCabe Contracts Ltd
71.

Irish Salt Mine

14. PCP Group 1

47. Ashbourne Truck Centre

77. SLR

15.

GSNI

49. Abbey Rollers

81.

Brigade

17.

Land Survey

49. Irish Drilling

21.

Dalradian Gold

51.

81.

Morgan Industrial Ltd

81.

Plant & Civil Engineer

Agri gear

23. Roadstone

53. QME Mining

29. PCP Group 2

57. QRS

83. C&K Fitzpatrick

33. Irish Cement

59. Irish Industrial Explosives

84. Pat O’Donnell & Co.
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SERVICE

OVER 50 YEARS
OF MOVING IRELAND

VOLVO CE

Pat O’Donnell & Co. has been supplying and distributing
quality plant equipment to the island of Ireland since 1970.
We have helped dig, demolish, forest, excavate, carry,
cultivate, harvest, import, export, engineer, pave, save,
landscape, power, lift, load and dump all over Ireland.
Every machine we supply comes with a nationwide team
Of qualified service engineers, a next-day parts delivery
system and an all-island branch network.

ORDER ONLINE24/7: PATODONNELL.COM
California Heights
Chapelizod
t:+353 1 616 1000

Cork

Sallybrook, Glanmire
Co.Cork
t:+353 21 482 1288

Galway

SALES &
SERVICE

Portadown

Carnmore West
Seagoe Industrial Area
Oranmore, Co.Galway Portadown, Co. Armagh
t:+353 91 790 722
t: +44 28 38 337 222

Articulated Haulers
Excavators
Wheel Loaders
Pavers

VOLVO PENTA
Engines

SENNEBOGEN
Material handlers

AVANT
Loaders

SERVICE
AVAILABLE
364 DAYS
OF THE YEAR

